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Abstract
The overall objective of this thesis is to develop a novel type of force control actuator
for biomimetic systems to obtain good output force fidelity, low output impedance
and high system bandwidth and, furthermore, ease the design tradeoffs that exist in
Series Elastic Actuator system.
To achieve this objective, a novel force/torque control actuator called Series
Damper Actuator (SDA) is proposed, modelled, analyzed, designed and tested. The
proposed SDA system incorporates a series damper instead of a series elastic compo-
nent between the actuator and the load. The system is designed to effectively control
the relative velocity in the damper to achieve the desired force given the damping co-
efficient. An experimental SDA system is developed, in which a Magneto-Rheological
(MR) fluid damper is employed as the series damper to achieve variable damping
coefficient. The dynamic property of SDA system based on MR damper is analyzed.
The effect of extra dynamics introduced by the MR fluid damper is revealed by
comparing SDA based on MR fluid damper with SDA based on a linear Newtonian
viscous damper. To linearize MR fluid damper and compensate the effect of its
extra dynamics, a modified Bingham Model is proposed to give inverse dynamics
compensation for the MR damper. Force feedback control loop based on this inverse
model is implemented after damper linearization. System is tested and experimental
results are also presented. Plant design problems of SDA system are investigated in
the aspects of plant component selection, design optimization based on Mechatronic
Design Quotient (MDQ) and design of a compact MR fluid damper.
Compared to conventional force/torque control schemes and Series Elastic Actu-
vii
ator (SEA), SDA has good output force/torque fidelity, low output impedance and
large force/torque range. Furthermore, varying damping coefficient endows the SDA
with more advantages, eases the design tradeoffs and makes the system more ver-
satile. The experimental results show that SDA system is an effective force/torque
control actuator with high performance.
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Robotics has shown a rapid progress in past decades and robots have been success-
fully applied in vast fields. The main successful applications of robots involve the
tasks to control the position, trajectory or velocity for each degree of freedom (DOF)
of robot (Kuntze, 1988; Kazanzides, 1989; Cetinkunt, 1990; Shin, 1999). Traditional
robots can do this with high speed, endurance, precision and accuracy. Robots have
been used in the field where repetitive tasks require high precision and accuracy and
are difficult and tedious for humans, for example, chips picking, automatic welding,
and spray painting and so on.
However there are many tasks, such as walking, running, jumping, grasping,
catching and manipulation, in which the robot performance, despite extensive re-
search, is inferior to its biological counterparts. These tasks all require interacting
with the real world which is usually unknown to robots. Force/torque control is
necessary when robots need to interact with the unknown environment (Steven,
1989; Nitish, 1994). This is especially true for robotics system such as assembly
manipulators, legged robots, haptic devices, tele-operation robots system, and so
on (Sakakibara, 1996; Carignan, 2000; Shen, 2003; Pratt, 2004). Successful force
control (from here force control generally represents force/torque control) includes
two aspects. One is to use algorithms and sensory information to determine the
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desired force for each actuator on robots so that desired interacting force can be
achieved on robot-environment interface (Antonelli, 2001; Roy, 2002; Bojan, 2002).
The other aspect of successful force control is to generate the desired force on each
actuator (Sun, 1999; Erika, 2000; Grant, 2000; Abidi, 2004). This thesis deals with
the second aspect of force control and especially on the actuators that generate the
forces.
For a long time, actuation technology had been typically poor at generating and
maintaining accurate output force and, especially, holding a low output impedance
for the environment (Pratt, 1995-2). Traditionally and also most commonly, force
control would be achieved with a force sensor located at the point where the in-
teracting force is to be controlled, to implement a force feedback control loop (Xu,
1988; Youcef, 1989; Sugano, 1992; Dieter, 1995). In these schemes, force control is
achieved without direct control of the output force of the actuator. This method is
simple but has a relatively low performance.
Actuator technology has improved greatly since the idea of force control actuator
was proposed. A good solution of force control actuator is called series elastic actua-
tor (SEA)(Pratt, 1995-1; Williamson, 1995; Robinson, 1999; Sulzer, 2005; Sensinger,
2005), which was proposed by the MIT legged locomotion group in the last decade.
The SEA system introduces a series elastic component between the output end of
motor and load and therefore reduces the system stiffness. Such a configuration
gives the actuator a lot of advantages over conventional force control method, such
as good output force fidelity, low output impedance and therefore high impact tol-
erance ability.
To give more background knowledge and relevant information, a detailed litera-
ture review of the relative work about force control and force control actuators will
be presented in Chapter 2.
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1.2 Thesis Contribution
In this thesis, we will propose a novel force control actuator system called ”Series
Damper Actuator” (SDA) . Having a similar structure to Series Elastic Actuator
(SEA), SDA system adopts a damper as its series component rather than an elastic
component, e.g. a spring, in the SEA system. Two different types of damper will
be proposed as the series damper in the SDA system. Besides the common linear
viscous damper which has a fixed damping constant, nonlinear Magneto-Rheological
(MR) fluid damper is also proposed for the SDA system so that variable damping
coefficient can be achieved. The suggested SDA system will be modeled, analyzed
and evaluated based on its force control performances, i.e. system bandwidth, output
impedance, impact tolerance and system efficiency. The controller design for SDA
actuator system will be described especially for the SDA system based on nonlinear
MR fluid damper, for which the control problem is much more difficult than that
of linear viscous damper. Dynamics of MR will be analyzed and modeled. A new
MR damper model, modified Bingham Model, will be proposed to implement inverse
dynamics control for the SDA system based on MR fluid damper. Design procedures
of SDA plant will also be investigated, including the steps for plant component
selection, design optimization based on Mechatronic Design Quotient (MDQ), and
the design of a novel compact MR fluid damper.
The Series Damper Actuator system described in this thesis could provide a bet-
ter force control implementation for compliant actuation of robot. The study and
analysis of this thesis may provide a better understanding of SDA system and give
some basic guidelines for engineers when they design such an actuator system. The
proposed SDA system, a force control actuator system, should have a broad appli-
cation range covering the fields such as humanoids robots, industrial manipulators,
teleoperation systems, haptic devices, virtual reality systems, and so on.
As a summary, the contributions of this thesis are:
1. Proposing a novel force control actuator, series damper actuator (SDA) in-
spired from an existing force control actuator, series elastic actuator (SEA).
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2. Modelling SDA system and analyzing the system properties in terms of system
bandwidth, output impedance, impact tolerance ability and system efficiency.
Proving the feasibility of SDA system for force control applications.
3. Investigating the effect of the extra dynamics caused by the introduction of
Magneto-Rheological (MR) fluid damper on the overall system performance.
4. Developing control schemes for SDA system considering the extra dynamics of
the series damper.
5. Proposing a new MR fluid damper model, modified Bingham model, to imple-
ment inverse dynamics control for SDA based on MR fluid damper with good
force control performance achieved.
6. Revealing the hardware design procedures for SDA system, including plant
component selection and optimization based on Mechatronic Design Quotient
(MDQ).
7. Developing a compact MR fluid damper design with novel double-disc struc-
ture, including damper structure design, FEA analysis, dimensional optimiza-
tion, and prototyping and testing.
This thesis will not address such problems as actuator saturation analysis and
control, design for a viscous damper, and properties of series damper actuators with
other types of driving source, e.g. hydraulic pumps, pneumatic pistons and so on.
1.3 Organisation of Thesis
The thesis proceeds as follows:
Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to the motivation of the thesis and highlights
the main contributions.
Chapter 2 presents the background study for this thesis, including force control
and force control actuators.
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Chapter 3 presents the concept of series damper actuator, describes the models
and analyzes the force control properties by comparing with series elastic actuator.
Chapter 4 analyzes the effect of the extra dynamics of Magneto-Rheological fluid
damper on the overall system control properties.
Chapter 5 describes the controller design for SDA systems. A novel MR fluid
damper model is proposed to implement inverse dynamics control for SDA system
based on MR fluid damper. Experimental results is also shown to proof the proper-
ness of the designed controllers.
Chapter 6 describes the plant design procedures for SDA system, including plant
component selection, Mechatronic Design Quotient (MDQ) based optimization, and
a novel MR fluid damper designing.
Chapter7 concludes the thesis with discussion and advice on future research.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
Force control is necessary for controlled interaction between a robot and an ex-
ternal unknown environment (Whitney, 1985; Gorinevsky, 1997; Yoshikawa, 2000).
The purpose of force control could be quite diverse, such as applying a controlled
force needed for a manufacturing process (e.g. deburring or grinding), pushing a
external object using a controlled force, and dealing with geometric uncertainty by
establishing controlled contacts (e.g. in assembly).
2.1 Force Control and Its Applications
The vast majorities of force control techniques and algorithm have been developed to
control and monitor the end effector forces or torques with or without a force sensor
at the robot tip (Nitish, 1994; Gorinevsky, 1997; Siciliano, 1998). Those various
force control strategies include passive compliance, pure force control, impedance
control, hybrid position/force control, and so on.
Passive compliance (Goswami, 1991, 1993)is the simplest way to achieve pseudo
force control. Different from the other three methods, it is not a truly force
control since it doesn’t use force information to implement feedback control.
With passive compliance, the robot can do certain environment interaction
tasks successfully by using only position control, such as grasping and holding
objects.
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Pure force control (Vischer, 1995; Nitish, 1994)is to simply control the interaction
force based on only force sensor feedback, disregarding the information such as
velocity and position. The control reference represents the desired interaction
force. The controller input is the error between the desired force and the
actual measured endpoint force. There is no position or velocity feedback
which means that there is no control on the absolute endpoint position or
velocity.
Impedance control (Hogan, 1985; Anderson, 1988; Valency, 2000)generalizes the
ideas of stiffness control and damping control, which measure the endpoint
forces as well as the joint positions and velocities in order to generate a desired
force output relating to the virtual spring and damper. For impedance control,
the endpoint will behave as if it is a second order (elastic and damping) system.
Therefore the endpoint force, joint positions and velocities are used to generate
actuator forces/torques. The gain matrices which set the stiffness, damping
and inertia of the manipulator endpoint correlate directly with stability and
bandwidth criteria for the robot. Impedance control works with dynamics
constraints.
Hybrid position/force control(Raibert, 1981; Yang, 1995; Budiman, 1999; Gold-
smith, 1999) is a method that combines conventional position control and force
control. The environment dictates natural constraints where only force control
can be used. Similarly, position control is used in the directions where there
are no constraints and the robot can move freely. Hybrid position/force control
works with geometry constraints.
Application of force control is quite versatile in modern industry and research.
For industry manipulators, force control is employed for the tasks such as assembly,
packing, surface machining (e.g. grinding and drilling), and so on. Haptic devices
need force control to generate force depending on the motion of the user to create
a virtual environment. Teleoperation system always has a local force control loop
for the master to duplicate the force felt by the slave, which can improve the overall
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performance of the whole system(Zhu, 1999; Lonnie, 2004). Biomimetic robots,
such as bipedal walking robots, need force controlled actuation to generation soft,
compliant and force controlled movements and therefore behavior as naturally as
biological systems(Robinson, 1999; Caldwell, 2001).
2.2 Force control implementations
2.2.1 Conventional Method
To implement force control, the conventional and also the most popular method is
to use the strain gauge setup to obtain the force signal (Yabuta, 1988; Wilfinger,
1994; Whitcomb, 1995; Cortesao, 2000). Figure 2.1 shows a typical implementation
of force control for manipulator with a strain gauge sensor.
Figure 2.1: A typical implementation for manipulator force control
In this case, the sensor usually is located at the end effector of the manipulator,
where the interaction force is intended to be controlled. A closed-loop controller
would be built based on the feedback of the force sensor. The robot joints or system
actuators are driven and controlled accordingly so that the desired force can be
achieved at that location. This method is simple and effective to achieve force
control.
But it is well known that the force sensor, e.g. typically a strain gauge, has a
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significant sensor noise. Therefore, the force control performance of this method is
poor due to its low signal-to-noise ratio. Although the using of low pass signal filter
can get a clear force signal from force sensor, such signal processing always, more
or less, distorts the signal from it true value and hence compromises the system
control performance, especially when the noise band is close to that of the signal.
Furthermore, traditional robot design had a maximized structure stiffness to obtain
the precision, stability and bandwidth of position control. Because of high structural
stiffness, such design strategy is not suitable to be used for biomimetic legged robots
or haptic devices, which require their joints to be both compliant and precisely force-
controlled to interact with unknown environments. The idea that reducing stiffness
between an actuator and load for the robot joints can increase the robot force control
performance was accepted by engineers gradually.
Another well known problem for robot force control is dynamical noncoloca-
tion, which may significantly limit the closed-loop performance (Gevarter, 1970; Col-
gate, 1989; Steven, 1989). The noncolocation problem was first noted by Gevarter
(Gevarter, 1970). It was shown that, if an actuator and sensor are physically lo-
cated at different points on a flexible structure, then there will be unstable modes in
the closed-loop system. Steven has investigated some dynamics problems in robot
force control, including the noncolocation (Steven, 1989). He concluded that the fre-
quency of the lowest dynamically noncolocated mode is a fundamental limitation for
conventional PD controllers. Therefore, Locating the force sensor physically to the
actuator to implement a locale force feedback control loop can effectively minimize
the noncolocation problem.
Consequently, the concept of compliant robot force controlled actuation appeared
in 1990s with the proposal of Series Elastic Actuator, a kind of force control actuator.
2.2.2 Force Control Actuator - Series Elastic Actuator
A type of force control actuator is called ”series elastic actuator” (SEA) (Pratt, 1995;
Williamson, 1995; Robinson, 1999), which was proposed by MIT leg laboratory. SEA
uses springs in the series elastic component between the motor and the load. The
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output force can be indirectly controlled by controlling the deformation (measured
by a sensor) of the springs, given the spring constants. Figure 2.2 shows a principle
diagram of Series Elastic Actuator with a force feedback closed-loop system.
Figure 2.2: Series elastic actuator. (a) Picture of series elastic actuator plant. (b)
Block diagram of series elastic actuator system. The closed-loop series elastic actu-
ator is topologically identical to any motion actuator with a load sensor and closed-
loop feedback controller. The major difference is that the sensor is very compliant.
The closed-loop SEA actuator is topologically identical to any motion actuator
with a load sensor and closed-loop feedback controller. The major difference is
that the sensor is very compliant. The sensor measures the deflection or strain in
the spring which is a representation of the force, , acting through the spring. By
controlling this deflection, the output force/torque is essentially controlled according
to Hooke’s law:
F = keX
where ke is the spring constant and X is the spring deflection.
G. A. Pratt [1995] and D. W. Robinson [1999] had analyzed the properties of
Series Elastic Actuator. Its application performance was also evaluated on two
different real robot systems, which perform some natural tasks such as walking and
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manipulation. The primary advantage of series elasticity is that the compliant load
bearing sensor lowers the loop gain of the closed-loop system. The control gain
can be proportionally increased to maintain the overall loop gain of the actuator
at desired stability margins. This allows series elastic actuators to have low output
impedance, be tolerant to shock loading and robust to changing loads.
However, the introduction of the spring in the series elastic actuator system
increases the compliance of system, and the bandwidth and the stability margin of
the system is reduced greatly. Low bandwidth has greatly limited the application
of such force control system in some robot systems such as force feedback virtual
reality systems. Furthermore the selection of the spring stiffness for series elastic
component, e.g. a spring, is mainly governed by the trade-offs among the force
bandwidth, force range and impact tolerance. Due to the fact that the spring stiffness
is usually a constant (since it is difficult to achieve variable spring-stiffness design), it
is very hard to achieve good force fidelity at both low and high end range. Detailed
analysis regarding this will be given in the next chapter.
2.2.3 Series Damper Actuator
To solve the problem highlighted for the SEA and to ease the design tradeoffs,
we propose a novel force control actuator system called ”Series Damper Actuator”
(SDA) (Chew, 2004-1, 2004-2; Zhou, 2002). Fig.2.3 shows a picture of SDA plant
and a principle sketch of SDA system.
The SDA system consists of an actuator (e.g. a motor with gear transmission)
and a damper connected in series. A velocity sensor is used to measure the relative
velocity between the input and output of the damper. An appropriate force feedback
controller is then implemented to indirectly control the output force by driving the
actuator so that the desired relative velocity in the damper is achieved (since the
damping coefficient is known). The force experienced in the damper is the same as
that experienced by the load. The controlled output force can be known from the
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Figure 2.3: Series Damper actuator. (a) Picture of series damper actuator plant.
(b) Block diagram of series elastic actuator system.
following damping force equation (for linear viscous damper):
F = kbv
where F is the output force of the Series Damper Actuator, kb is the damping
coefficient and v is the relative velocity in the damper.
Compared with the SEA system, the SDA uses a series damping component
instead of a series elastic component for force control. The damping component
will not add to the order of the system as the spring does in the SEA, and the
stability margin of the SDA system is not significantly affected. Another advantage
of SDA is that the damping coefficient of the damper can easily be made variable
by adopting an appropriate damper design. For example, one possible approach
is to adopt Magneto-rheological (MR) fluid for the damper so that it has variable
viscosity. The damping coefficient can then be adjusted according to the operating
conditions. For example, the damping coefficient could be increased and reduced
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for high and low force, respectively, so that good force fidelity could be achieved in
both cases. This endows the system with large force bandwidth.
Furthermore, the SDA has good impact absorption due to the series damper.
This will help to reduce the rate of wear experienced by the actuator (for example,
the gear transmission of the electric motor will breakdown very soon if there is
no impact absorption between the load and the output of the gear transmission).
This characteristic is very important for those systems which are required to interact
frequently with unknown environment. Examples of such systems are walking robots,
haptic devices, robot manipulators, etc.
2.2.4 Other Force Control Actuator Solutions
2.2.4.1 Micro-Macro Motor Actuator
To overcome the force control performance limitation of actuators, the concept of
micro-macro actuators was introduced (Morrell, 1995, 1996; Lee, 2002; Zinn, 2002-1).
Zinn combined the SEA with the concept of micro-macro actuator to solve the low
bandwidth problem of SEA and porposed a new robot actuation structure, called
Distribute Macro-Mini (DM2) Actuator (Zinn, 2002-1, 2002-2, 2002-3).
Picture 2.4 shows the DM2 actuator approach, which employs two distribute
motors (a macro motor and a mini motor) for each actuator. The torque generation
is partitioned into low and high frequency components for mini and macro motors
respectively. This method can maintain high actuator bandwidth; reduce the effec-
tive inertia of the manipulator; and obtain low output impedance and, thereafter,
the human interaction safety.
However, this approach employs a pair of actuators which are connected in par-
allel. One of which is used to realize the low-frequency torque generation. The other
one is for the high frequency. Therefore the system is more complex and costlier due
to the requirement of additional actuators. Furthermore, the actual force output
is the summation of those two motors, Micro and Macro motors, hence the output
force performance in its frequency range relies on the performance of each motor
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Figure 2.4: DM2 actuator approach
and their combination.
2.2.4.2 Magneto-Rheological Fluid Actuator
Intelligent materials, such as Electro-Rheological (ER) fluids and Magneto-Rheological
fluids, have been used in force control actuators for the special control properties of
them (Stanway, 1995; Sakaguchi, 1998; Takesue, 2000). MR fluid actuator had been
proposed and prototypes of such actuator system had been successfully developed
by Professor Furusho’s group several years ago (Takesue, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003).
Fig.2.5 shows a MR actuator, MRA2, developed by Furusho’s group. In this ac-
tuator system, MR fluid damper was employed and located between a motor and
load. By controlling the damper input current, the output torque of the actuator
was effectively achieved with high precision.
For this actuator system, it assumes that the output force is not dependent on
the input/output relative velocity of the damper. The drive unit (motor) mainly
acts as a velocity source to one end of the MR damper. The output force of the
actuator system is controlled mainly by varying the current supply to the MR fluid
damper, which will in turn alter the Coulomb friction behaviour for the damper.
The function of the MR damper is more like a force clutch.
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Figure 2.5: A MR actuator, MRA2, developed by Furusho’s group. (a) Pictures of
MRA2. (b) Section view of MRA2.
However, MR actuator has a similar topology with our proposed SDA system
when a MR fluid damper is employed as the series damper. In this context, clarifying
the differences between our SDA system and Professor Furusho’s MR actuator sys-
tem is necessary to validate our contributions. Although our actuator system based
on the MR damper has a similar physical structure as the MR damper actuator pro-
posed by Professor Furusho, the approach adopted by our system for force control is
different from theirs. The main difference is that the latter assumes that the output
force is not dependent on the input/output relative velocity of the damper. The
drive unit (motor) mainly acts as a velocity source to one end of the MR damper.
The output force of their actuator system is controlled mainly by varying the current
supply to the MR fluid damper, which will in turn alter the Coulomb friction behav-
iour for the damper. The function of the MR damper is more like a force clutch. For
our SDA system, the target damper is desirable to be of viscous type whose damping
force is dependent on the damper’s input/output relative velocity. If we know the
constitutive property of the damper, the output force can be indirectly controlled
by controlling the damper’s input/output relative velocity. That is, the damper is
acting like a force sensor. The MR damper in our actuator system is mainly used
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to emulate a viscous damper. In fact, the system can use a broad range of dampers,
such as linear or nonlinear viscous damper, MR fluid damper, ER fluid damper, or
other types of dampers, as long as their force output can be made to be a function
of the input/output relative velocity (either by virtue of their designs or by software
control).
Besides those force control actuators, there are a lot of work on other types
of actuators with force control, such as hydraulic actuators, pneumatic actuators,
Piezoelectric actuators, shape memory alloy actuators, and so on (Grant, 2000; Ben-
Dov, 1995; Niksefat, 2001; Abidi, 2004).
2.3 Summary
In this chapter, the necessary background about force control force control actuators
have been given in detail. Several different force control actuator solutions has been
introduced and discussed.
The SEA has good force fidelity, low output impedance, tolerance to shock load-
ing and robust to changing loads. However, the introduction of an elastic component
increases the compliance of the system and consequently, reduces the bandwidth of
the system. Furthermore, due to the parameters trade-off, it is very hard to achieve
good force fidelity at both low and high end range.
The proposed SDA system would have large bandwidth, high force fidelity at
both high and low force ranges, low output impedance and high impact absorption
ability. Another advantage of the SDA system is that the damping coefficient of
the damper can easily be made variable by adopting an appropriate damper design,
e.g. MR fluid damper. It will endow SDA with large force range and eased design
trade-off.
Some other types of force control actuators, Micro-Macro actuators and MR
fluid actuators, have also been introduced. The differences between SDA based on
MR fluid damper with the existed MR actuators were also clarified to validate the




In this chapter, we propose a novel force control actuator system, called ”Series
Damper Actuator” (SDA). Inspired by series elastic actuator (SEA), the proposed
SDA system will be modelled and analyzed to show its properties by comparing with
the SEA system. A simple PID controller is proposed for the general SDA model
based on a linear series damper. Experimental setup is built and tested. Results are
presented and discussed at the end of this chapter.
3.1 Force Control Actuators
3.1.1 Series Elastic Actuator (SEA)
Series elastic actuator(SEA) was proposed by MIT leg laboratory(Pratt, 1995-1;
Williamson, 1995; Robinson, 1999, 2000-1). SEA uses springs in the series elastic
component between the motor and the load. The output force can be indirectly
controlled by controlling the deformation (measured by a sensor) of the springs, given
the spring constants. Fig.3.1 shows a principle diagram of Series Elastic Actuator
with a force feedback closed-loop system.
The sensor measures the deflection or strain in the spring which is a representa-
tion of the force, F , acting through the spring. By controlling this deflection, the
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a Series Elastic Actuator
output force is essentially controlled according to Hooke’s law:
F = kx
where k is the spring constant and x is the spring deflection.
The primary advantage of series elasticity is that the compliant load bearing
sensor lowers the loop gain of the closed-loop system. The control gain can be pro-
portionally increased to maintain the overall loop gain of the actuator at desired
stability margins. This allows series elastic actuators to have low output impedance,
be tolerant to shock loading and robust to changing loads. However, the introduction
of the spring in the series elastic actuator system increases the compliance of sys-
tem, and consequently the bandwidth of the system is reduced significantly (Steven,
1989). Furthermore, the selection of the spring stiffness for series elastic component
is mainly governed by the trade-offs among the force bandwidth, force range and
impact tolerance. Due to the fact that the spring stiffness is usually a constant (since
it is difficult or of poor performance to achieve variable spring-stiffness design), it is
very hard to achieve good force fidelity at both low and high end range.
3.1.2 Series Damper Actuator (SDA)
To solve these problems or ease the design tradeoffs, we propose a novel force con-
trol actuator system called ”series damper actuator” (SDA) (Chew, 2004-1, 2004-2;
Zhou, 2002). The SDA system consists of a control module and three hardware
modules - a motor, a gear transmission and a damper, connected in series in the
same order. A theoretical block diagram of Series Damper Actuator is shown in
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Fig.3.2. The system is in fact designed to effectively control the relative velocity in
the damper to achieve the desired the force with an already known damping coeffi-
cient. The controlled output force can be known from the following damping force
equation:
F = bv
where the b is damping coefficient and v is the relative velocity in the damper
Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of Series Damper Actuator
Compared with SEA system, SDA uses a damping component instead of a spring
component and, consequently, reduces the system order by one. The SDA possesses a
larger bandwidth than the SEA. Another advantage of the SDA is that the damping
coefficient of the damper can easily be made variable by adopting an appropriate
damper design. For example, one possible design is to adopt Magneto-rheological
(MR) fluid, which has variable viscosity. The damping coefficient can become a
controlled variable, which can be adjusted according to the environment conditions.
For example, at high force and low force range, the damping coefficient would be
increased and reduced respectively to allow a proper corresponding relative velocity
in the damper. This endows the system higher force fidelity at both high and low
force range. Furthermore, the series damper actuator has a distinctive advantage
of outside impact absorption due to the damper energy dissipation characteristic.
This characteristic is very important for walking robots, haptic devices or robot
manipulators to protect them from damage when they are subjected to external
unexpected impact.
However, before we design a SDA force control system, we need to give a detailed
investigation on the force control properties of SDA to know the limitations of the
system and the trade-offs among the design parameters. The following sections
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study the characteristics of SDA by comparing the performance between SDA and
SEA in term of system bandwidth, output impedance, impact tolerance and system
efficiency. In the analysis, we assume the spring coefficient of SEA and damper
coefficient of SDA are both constant.
3.2 General Models
3.2.1 Models of SEA
Ignoring the output inertia, the model and frequency domain diagram of Series Elas-
tic Actuator can be shown as in Fig.3.3 (a) and (b). (Robinson, 1999; Williamson,
1995)
Figure 3.3: The SEA model (a), the block diagram of SEA plant (b), and the block
diagram of the SEA control system with a unit feedback and a proportional controller
(c)
From the SEA model diagram, we can write the following dynamics equations:
FL = Ke ∗ (Xm −XL) (3.1)
Fm − FL = JmX¨m +BmX˙m (3.2)
where Jm is motor inertia;Fm is magnetic force applied on motor rotor; FL is
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output force of the actuator; Xm is motor position; XL is load position; Bm is motor
damping constant; Ke is spring constant;
Combining above two equations and taking Laplace Transform, we can solve the





This is just the plant transfer function of SEA. To compare SEA with the SDA,
we investigate those two kinds of plants both in a unit feedback closed-loop system
and assume a proportional control law is used for the feedback controller. A simple
control law can make the properties of the plants to be conspicuous.
Now, the block diagram for SEA can be shown as Fig.3.3(c). According to the
block diagram, we can write the closed loop transfer function of the SEA as follows:
FL(s) =
Kp1KeFd(s)−Ke(Jms2 +Bms)XL(s)
Jms2 +Bms+Ke(Kp1 + 1)
(3.4)
where Fd is Desired force and Kp1 is proportional controller gain.
3.2.2 Models of SDA
This subsection provides the model for SDA. The model and frequency domain block
diagram for SDA plant is shown as Fig.3.4(a) and (b).
According to the model, we can write the dynamics equations of the SDA plant:
FL = Kb(Vm − VL) (3.5)
Fm − FL = JmV˙m +BmVm (3.6)
where Kb is damper constant, Vm is motor rotor velocity and VL is load velocity.
Combining above two equations and taking Laplace Transform, we get the plant
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Figure 3.4: The SDA model (a), the block diagram of SDA plant (b), and the block
diagram of SDA control system with a unit feedback and a proportional controller
(c)







Let’s assume that the control law is also of proportional type. Then the closed
loop system block diagram can be shown as in Fig. 3.4(c). According to the block










where Kp2is the proportional gain.








3.3.1 System Bandwidth (Fixed End)
The system bandwidth is defined as the frequency at which the system frequency
response (gain) has declined 3 db from its zero-frequency value (Richard, 1997).
• SEA This subsection assumes that the actuator output end is fixed. That is






Jms2 +Bms+Ke(Kp1 + 1)
(3.10)
By defining
controlled natural frequency as
ωn1 =
√
K − e(Kp1 + 1)
Jm
(3.11)




















We assume that the controller gain Kp1 >> 1, then K1 approximates to one.
Then the closed-loop transfer function can be written that
Gcl =
ω2n1
s2 + 2ζ1ωn1s+ ω2n1
(3.15)
From Equation 3.15, it is observed that SEA is a second order system. At low
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frequencies, the transfer function approaches unity. As frequency increases, the
actuator response begins to drop off, and in the limit, it goes to zero. With
different equivalent damping factor, ζ1, the system closed-loop bandwidth is
varying around its natural frequency, ωn1. So the value of ωn1 can reflect the
bandwidth of the closed-loop system. According to Equation 3.11, it is easy
to know that large proportional gain Kp1 and spring constant Ke are desired
to achieve high bandwidth.
Normalize Equation 3.15 with ωn1, we can get:
Gcl(S) =
1
S2 + 2ζ1S + 1
(3.16)
where S = s/ωn1, is a scaled complex variable.
It is obvious that the SEA system described by Equation 3.15 is an ideal second
order system. Assuming that ζ1 = 0.3, we can get the frequency response plot
of the SEA system and it is shown in Fig.3.5.
Figure 3.5: Fixed end bandwidth of the SEA system
• SDA
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Let’s assume that the actuator output end is fixed. That is, the load velocity







Jms+Bm +Kb(Kp2 + 1)
(3.17)

























Obviously, SDA is a first order system. Similar to the SEA, if the proportional
controller gain Kp2 is large enough (i.e.Kp2 >> 1), K2 approaches to unit
and then ωn2 is just the SDA system closed-loop bandwidth. From Equation
3.19, we can know that the system bandwidth can be increased by increasing
damper constant Kb and proportional gain Kp2. Assuming thatK2 = 1 and





where S is a complex variable which is obtained by normalizing s with ωn2.
The frequency response of the SDA system is shown in Fig.3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Fixed end bandwidth of the SDA system
3.3.2 Output Impedance (For Zero Force)
• SEA When the input, Fd(s) is set to zero, the system dynamic function,
Equation 3.4, can be written as:
FL(s) =
−Ke(Jms2 +Bms)
Jms2 +Bms+Ke(Kp1 + 1)
XL(s) (3.23)
The minus sign in the above equation represent the reversed direction of the
generated force. For convenience, we adjust the definition of the output im-
pedance as:
Z(s) = − FL(s)
XL(s)
(3.24)
Then we can get
Z(s) =
Ke(Jms2 +Bms)
Jms2 +Bms+Ke(Kp1 + 1)
= Ke
s2 + 2ζ1ωn1s
s2 + 2ζ1ωn1s+ ω2n1
(3.25)
From Equation 3.23, we see that the impedance at low frequency approaches
zero. At high frequency (when ω > ωn1), it approachesKe, the elastic constant
of the physical spring. It can be seen that reducing spring constant Ke can
reduce the output impedance.
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Taking ζ1 = 0.3, the output impedance is plotted against the frequency as
shown in Fig.3.7.
Figure 3.7: The output impedance of the SEA system
• SDA
When the input Fd(s) is zero, the SDA transfer function, Equation 3.9, relating
the load force to the load velocity can be written as:




Jms+Kb(Kp2 + 1) +Bm
(3.28)










Equation 3.29 can be viewed as system output damping with zero force com-
mand. It can be shown that the output damping at low frequency is ideally
equal to zero and increases with the increasing of frequency. At high frequency
(ω > ωn2), it would approach to Kb, the damping constant. This property is
very similar to the output impedance of SEA.
To make a comparison, we also calculate the output impedance of the closed
loop SDA system with zero force command. It is easy to obtain from Equation
3.29 that
Z(s) = − FL
XL




Rewrite the above equation as follow






The frequency response of the output impedance of the SDA system is shown in
Fig.3.8. Different from SEA, the output impedance of SDA goes infinite when
frequency increases continuously. But at low frequency, the output impedance
of the SDA is still ideally low. According to Equation 3.30, decreasing damper
constant Kb can effectively reduce the system output impedance Z(s).
3.3.3 System Efficiency
• SEA
The system efficiency is defined as the ratio of system output power to the
system input power. If the subsystems are connected in series, the system
efficiency can be computed by taking the product of the efficiencies of the
subsystems. For example, the overall system efficiency (η) of SEA can be
obtained by taking the product of the efficiency of the motor, ηm and the
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Figure 3.8: The output impedance for ωn2 = 100rad/s and ωn2 = 1000rad/s of the
SDA system.
efficiency of the series elastic component, ηs:
η = ηm ∗ ηs (3.32)
If series elastic component consists of only ideal springs, it is 100% efficient,
that is ηs = 1 . So the total system efficiency equals to the efficiency of the
motor:
η = ηm (3.33)
• SDA
In SDA, the series component is the damper. Neglecting damper inertia force,
the constitutive equations of the damper (assuming viscous type) are given as
follows:
F = Kb(Vm − VL) = Kb∆V (3.34)
F = FL (3.35)
where F is the output force of the damper and ∆V is the difference between
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Vm and VL.
The power dissipated in the damper is




Equation 3.36 gives a limitation to chose the damper constant Kb, if there is a
upper boundary of the dissipation power ∆P defined. Considering that there
should be a range for the output force FL, then a low limitation for the value






where Fmax is the maximum output force and ∆Pmax is the upper boundary
of dissipation power allowed.











where PL is the output power of the damper and Pm is the output power of
the motor.
The possible relationships between VL and Vm are as follows:
1. VLVm > 1
2. VLVm = 1
3. VLVm < 0
4. 0 ≤ VLVm < 1
From Equation 3.34 and Equation 3.38, we know that, for both Case 1 and
Case 3, the damper output power is less than zero, that is, PL < 0. This means
that the SDA system do negative work on the load. In other words, the energy
is actually transmitted from the load to the system. When VL = Vm (Case 2),
the damper output force F would be zero and there is no power output from
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the motor, that is, PL = Pm = 0. We will not discuss the system efficiency
for these three cases considering that we only concern efficiency problem when
the system does active work. Then we only discuss the system efficiency for
the Case 4. This is the expected working state for the system, in which the
motor runs actively and the energy is transmitted form the motor to the load
through the damper. A detail view on the system efficiency should be given.











So the overall system efficiency, η, equals to the product of the efficiency of
motor (ηm) and the efficiency of the damper (ηd).






Here,we only care about the damper efficiency. According to Equation 3.39,
when the motor works with low output force and high output velocity, then the
system achieves a high efficiency. Contrarily, the system efficiency is low with
high load force and low load output velocity. It can be noted that the system
efficiency will increase when the damping coefficient Kb increases. When the
Kb goes infinity, the efficiency of the damper ηd approaches to 1. It is easy to
understand that, in such occasion (Kb → ∞), the damper actually acts as a
rigid connector between the motor and load.
3.3.4 Impact Tolerance
• SEA
For the impact tolerance character, we are concerned with the interaction
energy transferred to the actuator from the environment. We assume that the
environment dictates s a sudden load motion VL. The impact power, PL, from
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the load is defined by the load force and load velocity at the system output:
PL = FLVL (3.41)
Substituting XL = VLs into Equation 3.23 gives
FL(s) =
−Ke(Jms+Bm)
Jms2 +Bms+Ke(Kp1 + 1)
VL(s) (3.42)
Combining Equations 3.41 and 3.42 gives the controlled impact power
PL(s) = −V 2LKe
Jms+Bm
Jms2 +Bms+Ke(Kp1 + 1)
= −V 2LKe
s+ 2ωn1ζ1
s2 + 2ωn1ζ1s+ ω2n1
(3.43)
The minus sign in Equation 3.43 represents the energy flow direction and
means that the energy is transmitted form the outside to the actuator. Since
the spring will ideally not dissipate any energy, the impact power PL generated
on the spring output end will be totally transmitted to the other end, which is
connected with the actuator. Following Equation 3.43, it can be stated that, to
achieve high impact tolerance, small value of spring constant Ke is desirable.
• SDA
Neglecting the minus in Equation 3.28 and combining Equations 3.41 and 3.28
gives the controlled impact power PL














Equation 3.44 is the power generated by the given impact velocity VL at the
output end of the damp. In fact, we are concerned about the power transmitted
to the motor, Pcp:
Pcp = PL(s)−∆P (s) (3.46)
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Combining Equations 3.28,3.36 and 3.46 gives:
























Then we can get






A plot of the frequency response of Gcp(S) is shown in Figure 3.9. We note
that, both at low and high frequency, Pcp is near to zero or very small, which
means the damp absorbs almost all the impact power. At the controlled natural
frequency ωn2, Pcp reaches its maximum value. Following Equation 3.50, it is
easy to know that the power Pcp is proportional to the damping coefficient Ke
when the controlled natural frequency ωn2 has a fixed value. Therefore, the
impact power transmitted to the motor can be effectively reduced by decreasing
Ke.
3.4 Comparison and Discussion
This section presents the comparison between SEA and SDA. From the analysis, the
advantages and disadvantages of SDA will be highlighted.
Bandwidths of those two systems are very different. According to Equations
3.11 and 3.19, the bandwidth of SDA would be larger than that of SEA provided
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Figure 3.9: The frequency response of Gcp(S).
the parameters for the two systems have similar design values. This conclusion also
can be corroborated by the fact that SDA is a fist order system while the SEA
system is second order. From the perspective of control engineering, the low order
system is preferred for its better control qualities than the higher order system. For
both systems, increasing the coefficients of the series components, Ke and Kb, and
proportional control gains, Kp1 and Kp2, can increase their bandwidths. However,
we can not choose those parameters arbitrarily because of the problems like system
trade-offs and hardware limitations. In fact, the bandwidth of a real SEA system is
fairly low (Robinson, 1999; Zinn, 2002-1).
The output impedance (at zero load) of the two systems ideally approach
zero at low frequency (Fig.3.7 and Fig.3.8). As the frequency increases, the out-
put impedance of SEA converges to its spring constant Ke. However, the output
impedance of SDA will go to infinity with the increasing of frequency. This means
the SDA output end would be highly stiff for a high frequency impact. But at low
frequency range, the output impedance of SDA is almost to be zero. Increasing the
proportional gains,Kp1 and Kp2, and reducing the series component constants, Ke
and Kb, can reduce the output impedance for SEA and SDA respectively.
The impact tolerance property gives the actuators protection when the systems
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are subjected to external impact. The impact tolerance ability of SEA and SDA can
be increased effectively by decreasing the spring constant Ke and damper constant
Kb respectively. Increasing the proportional controller gains, Kp1 and Kp2, also can
reduce the impact power, but this effect is secondary. In the SDA system, because
of the power dissipation of the damper, the impact power transmitted to the motor
is less than the power generated on the damper output end.
System efficiency is an important problem of the SDA system because of the
power dissipation character of the damper. According to Equation 3.39, when the
actuator is running with high output force and low output velocity, the system needs
a high damping constant to maintain a certain efficiency. It is important to note
that the system efficiency is decided not only by damper constant Kb and load force
FL, but also by load velocity VL that is not under control. In other words, we could
not guarantee a certain system efficiency under any condition and for all the time.
Therefore, to decide the value of damper constant Kb, the criterion is to achieve a
satisfactory average system efficiency in a certain time range. It should be noted here
that if the damper constant Kb satisfies the Equation 3.37, the damper dissipation
power ∆P is always within a permitted range, no matter what the system efficiency
is. Obviously, from the view point of system efficiency, the larger damping constant
the better. While in SEA system, the introduction of spring, ideally, has no influence
on the system total efficiency.
It is important to mention here that the exact system characteristics are surely
related to the specific design of the system controller. Dedicated controllers can give
each of the systems a much better overall performance. Here we use a proportion
control law just to highlight a few control characteristics of these two systems.
3.5 A General Controller for SDA
When we analyze the SDA system in previous sections, we assume a simple propor-
tional controller so that some fundamental properties of the system can be clearly
illustrated. To achieve a better force control performance, a PID control scheme is
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used to control the SDA as shown below in Fig.3.10. Furthermore, two feedforward
blocks based on the inverse dynamics model are employed for the reference force
and load velocity, respectively. They are intended to improve the system transient
response and reduce the effect of the load movement on the output force.
Figure 3.10: A general control scheme for series damper actuator system.
To achieve varying damping coefficient, we use a Magneto-Rheological (MR)
fluid damper (rotary type) as the series damper component. Based on the Bingham
viscoplastic model, the dynamics equation of MR damper can be represented as:
F = Kdω + [Tf + T (B)] · sign(ω) (3.51)
where F is the overall torque; Kd is the damping coefficient when no field is applied;
ω is relative angular velocity of the MR damper; Tf is frictional torque; T (B) is the
variable torque which is a function of the magnetic flux density B.
The problem with the MR damper is that it does not behave like a linear viscous
damper when B is constant. To emulate a linear viscous damper (desirable for
the SDA system), a special linearization algorithm is applied to the MR damper.
Furthermore, the linearization algorithm can vary the damping coefficient according
to the working conditions.
Assuming that Tf << T (B) and T (B) has a linear relationship with the absolute
value of the input current for the MR damper, that is, T (B) = Ka · |I(t)|, Eq.3.51
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can be rewritten as:
F = Kdω +Ka · |I(t)| · sign(ω) (3.52)
where Ka is a constant whose value depends on the inherent property of the MR
fluid damper. Applying following linearization algorithm:
I(t) = Kcω(t) (3.53)
Eq.3.52 becomes:
F = Kdω(t) +KaKcω(t) = Kbω(t) (3.54)
where Kc is the linearization algorithm constant, and
Kb = Kd +KaKc (3.55)
When the linearization algorithm is executed, the MR damper behaves like a
linear viscous type damper with F proportional to ω, andKb is the effective damping
coefficient. From Eq.3.55, since Ka and Kd are constants, the damping coefficient
Kb of the series damper can modified by changing the value of Kc.
The main difference between SDA based force control implementation and the
existing MR damper based force control implementation is that the latter assumes
that the output force is not dependent on the input/output relative velocity of the
damper. The drive unit is mainly used to supply a velocity source to one end of the
MR fluid damper. The output force is only controlled by the current supply to the
MR fluid damper.
For the SDA system, the force control is achieved by controlling the damper’s
input/output relative velocity. It can use a broad range of dampers, such as linear
or nonlinear viscous damper, MR fluid damper, ER fluid damper or other types of
dampers as long as their force output can be a function of the input/output relative
velocity (either by virtue of their design or by software control).
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From the calculation and analysis, we can see that the SDA system has similar
characteristics to SEA system on bandwidth and impact tolerance. For both sys-
tems, there are trade-offs among system bandwidth, output impedance and impact
tolerance when selecting the series component constants Ke and Kb for SEA and
SDA, respectively. These two constants have similar influences on system character-
istics.
In the design of SDA system, the damper constantKb should be kept to a relative
low range to achieve desired low output impedance and high impact tolerance, but,
at the same time, the damper constant should still be large enough to give the
system satisfactory bandwidth and efficiency. Choosing the damper constant to
balance those trade-offs is just an optimal design process.
The main advantage of SDA is that the series damper has a linear response
to motor velocity, rather than motor displacement as a spring does in the SEA
system. The bandwidth of SDA is expected to be better than that of SEA and
therefore the design trade-offs are eased. Furthermore, it is much easier to achieve
variable damping coefficient than that of variable spring constant. For example,
magneto-rheological fluid can be used for the damping component so that it has
controllable damping coefficient. With such a feature, SDA can meet different system
specifications such as high bandwidth and low output impedance in a broad output
range.
3.6 Experimental Setup and Results
An experimental setup of the MR fluid damper based Series Damper Actuator (SDA)
and its schematic diagram are shown in Fig.3.11 and Fig.3.12, respectively. In this
experimental system, two angular encoders are used to obtain the series damper
input angular velocity and output angular velocity, respectively. The relative angular
velocity in the series damper, ω(t), is calculated from the difference between the two
angular velocities.
The series damper component is a Magneto-Rheological Fluid damper (Lord
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Figure 3.11: Photograph of the experimental Series Damper Actuator
Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram of the experimental system
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MRB-2107-3) which has a controllable damping coefficient as described in the pre-
vious section. A damping coefficient controller is used to control the damping coef-
ficient of the series damper according to the damper’s linearization law.
The main controller is implemented on a microcomputer system. It obtains
the feedback signals from the two encoders and computes the motor drive signal
according to the given control scheme so that the desired force can be achieved at
the actuator output. To measure the actual system output torque, a torque sensor
is mounted at the end of the actuator.
The results of the fixed end experiment are shown in Figs.3.13 to 3.16. Fig.3.13
and Fig.3.14 illustrate the system responses to sinusoidal and step references, respec-
tively, when Kb = 0.18Nms. The results show that the experimental SDA system
has no problem in achieving force control.
Figure 3.13: Force tracking following a sinusoidal reference when the damping con-
stant Kd = 0.18Nms
Figure 3.14: Force tracking following a step reference when the damping constant
Kd = 0.18Nms
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Variable damping coefficient is another advantage of the experimental SDA sys-
tem. Fig.3.15 and Fig.3.16 shows the system responses for sinusoidal and step inputs,
respectively, after the damping constant Kb has been doubled to Kb = 0.36Nms,
while the amplitudes of the inputs were increased by four times.
Figure 3.15: Force tracking following a sinusoidal reference when the damping con-
stant Kd = 0.36Nms
Figure 3.16: Force tracking following a step reference when the damping constant
Kd = 0.36Nms
The results demonstrated that the experimental SDA system can maintain its
force fidelity at different force ranges by varying the damping coefficient. For ex-
ample, to achieve higher force output, the damping coefficient should be increased
accordingly. This feature greatly eases the design trade-off encountered in the Series
Elastic Actuator (SEA) system. In the SEA system, due to the fact that it is difficult
to achieve variable series elastic component, one has to trade off between maximum
force and bandwidth of the force control.
The experimental SDA system has a bandwidth of around 10 Hz (when the damp-
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Figure 3.17: Frequency response of the experimental SDA system when the damping
constant Kd = 0.36Nms
ing constant,Kd = 0.36Nms) as shown by the frequency response study (Fig.3.17).
This is somewhat low compared to the theoretical analysis in previous sections. This
problem is mainly contributed by the dynamics of the linearization algorithm which
is applied to the MR fluid damper. The analysis of the SDA system is based on
an ideal viscous damper whose force is proportional to the relative velocity between
the input and output. In the physical experiment, the constitutive property of the
MR damper is altered by the linearization algorithm so that it behaves like a linear
viscous damper. However, the dynamics of the linearization effort which involves the
dynamics of the electromagnetic and mechanical fluid domains is rather significant
and it compromises on the bandwidth of the whole system. To achieve a better
force bandwidth, we should compensate this extra dynamics in the controller or use
a truly viscous damper to replace the MR fluid damper in the SDA system.
Some comments on this experimental SDA system should be given here. It is
known from the analysis in previous section that the SDA system has shock ab-
sorption behavior which depends on the effective damping. If the effective damping
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constant is high, the ability to absorb impact may be limited. However in this ex-
periment, the MR fluid damper used has an inherent ”fuse” torque which limits
the torque transmission through it. This provides better impact resistance than the
theoretical behavior.
In the experimental setup, we have adopted the digital encoder to indirectly
measure the damper input and output velocities. From the two values, the relative
velocity in the damper can be computed. Other types of velocity measurement de-
vices can also be applied for SDA system, for example, tachometers, potentiometers,
etc. If it is not necessary to measure both the input and output velocities of the
damper, we can also have just one velocity sensor to directly measure the relative
velocity of the damper.
The experimental results show a limited system bandwidth. It is suspected that
it may be caused by the extra dynamics of the MR fluid damper, that has been
neglected in the analysis by treating the MR fluid damper as linear viscous damper
after linearization. Therefore, to clearly reveal the effect of this extra dynamics on
SDA system properties, the SDA system will be analyzed, in the next chapter, with
an assumption of higher oder dynamics for the series MR fluid damper to model this
extra dynamics.
3.7 Summary
SDA system has been modelled and analyzed by comparing with the SEA system
in terms of system bandwidth, output impedance, system efficiency, and impact
tolerance ability. It was shown that the SDA system would have good force control
fidelity, large bandwidth, low output impedance and high impact tolerance ability.
Adopting variable damping coefficient, the SDA system can obtain broad output
force range and ease the design trade-off.
Experimental setup has been built and MR fluid damper was employed as the
series damper. A PID controller was proposed and variable damping coefficient was
achieved with a damper linearization algorithm. Experimental results showed that
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the SDA system has a high force control fidelity, low output impedance, large force
range, and high impact tolerance ability.
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Chapter 4
Series Damper Actuator Based
on MR Fluid Damper
To achieve both good force fidelity and high compliance for walking robot actuator,
a novel force control actuator called series damper actuator (SDA) was proposed in
Chapter 3 and our previous work (Zhou, 2002; Chew, 2004-1). Property analysis
has been conducted to show the characteristics of SDA actuator. The analysis was
based on linear (Newtonian viscous type) damper, that is, the damping coefficient is
a constant and therefore it does not increase the order of SDA system. Experimental
results also showed that SDA actuator can give good force control performance and,
at same time, has a low output impedance and large system bandwidth. However,
some problems have also been observed, such as the phase delay of the system output
and, therefore, the low system bandwidth. It was suspected that these problems may
be caused by the extra dynamics of the MR fluid damper. This dynamics has been
neglected, in our previous work presented in Chapter 2, by treating the damper as
a perfect linear damper. Intending to solve those problem, we investigate, in this
chapter, the effect of this extra dynamics of MR fluid damper on the SDA system
performance in terms of system bandwidth and output impedance.
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4.1 Introduction
A typical SDA system consists of, as shown in Fig.4.1, a control module and two
hardware modules - a motor (with or without gear transmission) and a viscous
damper. The system is designed to effectively control the relative velocity in the
damper to achieve the desired the force given the damping coefficient. The controlled
output force of SDA can be known from the following damping force equation:
F = F (V ) (4.1)
where the F is damper output force and V is the relative velocity in the damper.
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of Series Damper Actuator
The damper output force F is a function of the damper relative velocity V . The
damping coefficient K is the first derivative of the function F with respect to the





The damping coefficient K can be either a constant or a function of relative
velocity V . As long as the function is known a priori, SDA system output force
F can be achieved by realizing the desired damper relative velocity V . If K is a
constant, then the damper is called the Newtonian viscous (linear) damper.
Property analysis of SDA based on Newtonian viscous damper has shown that
such a SDA system has relatively large bandwidth and low output impedance. If the
damper can achieve varying damping coefficient, then the system can further obtain
good force fidelity at both low and high output range.
To achieve varying damping constant and extend the capacity of the SDA actua-
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tor, Magneto-Rheological (MR) fluid damper was proposed to be the series damper
in SDA system. However, the employment of MR damper introduces high order dy-
namics into the SDA system. The effects of MR fluid damper dynamics on system
properties, especially the bandwidth and output impedance, should be investigated
before the design of the SDA system based on MR fluid damper.
The properties and control problems of MR fluid damper have been widely carried
out in recent years (Carlson, 1996; Spencer, 1997; Dyke, 1997; Chiharu, 2003). In
most cases, the MR fluid damper is used as a semi-active control devices in the
field such as, seismic prevention and suspension system. They are not meant for
force control. Some researchers have also proposed MR fluid damper actuator, in
which the MR fluid damper works actively and output force is effectively controlled
(Takesue, 2001, 2002, 2003; Kim, 2002). However, in those work, the dynamics of
MR damper velocity has been neglected and the force control properties of such
actuators are still unknown.
To reveal the effect of the dynamics of the MR fluid damper on the overall system,
the fixed end bandwidth and output impedance for the series MR damper actua-
tor (SMRDA) system and the series Newtonian viscous damper actuator (SNVDA)
system are studied and compared.
In this chapter, the system properties, in terms of system bandwidth (fixed end)
and system output impedance, is investigated for the SMRDA and compared with
the SNVDA to show the effect of MR fluid dynamics on the SDA system bandwidth
and output impedance. This chapter will provide important information for the
design and control of the SDA system, especially the SMRDA system. In Section
4.3, the models of the SMRDA and the SNVDA are presented. System properties
are analyzed and simulation results are given in Section 4.4. At the end of this
chapter, the discussion and conclusion are made.
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4.2 Magneto-Rheological (MR) Fluid Damper
4.3 System Model
4.3.1 Model of MR Fluid Damper
Numerous models for MR fluid damper have been proposed (Spencer, 1997). In this
paper a simple Bingham visco-plastic model is employed for the SMRDA system
model which is as shown in Fig.4.2(a). In this model the dynamics of the MR
damper can be expressed as (Kim, 2002):
F = KηVd + Fτ (I) ∗ sign(Vd) (4.3)
where F is the output torque/force of the MR damper; Fτ is the magnetic field
dependent torque/force; I (I > 0) is the input damper current used to generate the
magnetic field; Kη is the damping coefficient when no input current I is applied;
and Vd is the damper velocity.
Figure 4.2: Bingham visco-plastic model of MR fluid damper. (a) Force F vs damper
velocity Vd diagram;. (b) Damper model block diagram
The block diagram of this MR damper model is shown in Fig.4.2(b). This is
a static model and valid only for applications which do not require fast response.
Since fast response is desirable for the SDA system, the dynamics of the MR damper
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has to be considered in the model. The dynamics of the MR damper is mainly due
to the response of the magnetic field dependent torque/force Fτ with respect to the
input current I. It is assumed to be a first order dynamics as given by the following








where Kτ and ωτ are constants, representing the gain and bandwidth of the dynam-
ics, respectively.
4.3.2 Model of SMRDA System
SMRDA plant comprises of two components, viz.: an electrical motor and a MR fluid
damper. The model of SMRDA plant is illustrated graphically in Fig.4.3, where Fm
is the torque on the motor’s rotor; Jm is the rotor inertia; Vm is motor rotor velocity,
VL is the load velocity and FL is the load force (output force). The dynamics of
the motor is mainly due to the rotor inertia Jm as shown in Fig.4.3(a). The block
diagram of SMRDA plant is shown in Fig.4.3(b).
Figure 4.3: Series MR fluid damper actuator. (a) Schematic diagram of SMRDA
structure. (b) SMRDA model block diagram
To achieve force control in the SDA system, the damper is desirable to have linear
constitutive property, that is, the force/torque being proportional to the damper
velocity Vd. This is achieved by using the following expression for I:
I = Vd (4.5)
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which yields
F = KηVd +Gτ (s)Vd = (Kη +Gτ )Vd (4.6)
The resulting SDA plant is controlled by a proportional control law with unity
feedback as shown in Fig.4.4. The reason for using the simple control law is to
clearly illustrate the properties of the force control for the SDA system.




Jms+ (Gτ +Kη)(Kp + 1)
FR − Jms(Gτ +Kη)
Jms+ (Gτ +Kη)(Kp + 1)
VL (4.7)
Substituting Equation 4.4 into the transfer function of SMRDA, Equation 4.7 yields:
FL =
KpKηs+Kpωτ (Kτ +Kη)
Jms2 + (Jmωτ +Kη +KpKη)s+ (Kp + 1)(Kτ +Kη)ωτ
FR
− KηJms
2 + Jmωτ (Kτ +Kη)s
Jms2 + (Jmωτ +Kη +KpKη)s+ (Kp + 1)(Kτ +Kη)ωτ
VL (4.8)
Figure 4.4: The block diagram of the SMRDA system with proportional controller
and unity feedback
4.3.3 Model of SNVDA System
The model of the SNVDA system is as shown in Fig.4.5. It is different from the
model of the SMRDA system in that there is no parallel component Gτ (s) for the
damper dynamics. Therefore, the transfer function of SNVDA can be easily derived
from that of the SMRDA system by taking Gτ (s) to be zero and substituting Kη
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Figure 4.5: The block diagram of the SNVDA system with unit feedback and pro-
portional controller








In this section, SMRDA was compared with SNVDA model in terms of the system
bandwidth (fixed end) and the output impedance. The parameter values used for
the simulations are listed in Table 4.1. To make these two systems comparable, we
assumed that Kη +Kτ = Kd. In the simulations, Kτ , Kη and ωτ are varied to show
their effects on the system properties.





Kτ 0 ∼ 0.385 Nms
Kη 0 ∼ 0.385 Nms
ωτ 10 ∼ Inf. rad/s
4.4.1 System Bandwidth
• Bandwidth of SNVDA System
According to Equation 4.9, the transfer function of SNVDA, when the output
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That is, SNVDA can be described by a first order model. Note that, the
introduction of the Newtonian viscous damper does not increase the order of
















For a first order system described by Equation 4.11, ω1 is the bandwidth of
this actuator system. The Bode magnitude plot of Equation 4.10 is shown in
Fig.4.6.
Figure 4.6: Bode magnitude response of the SNVDA actuator system
• Bandwidth of SMRDA System
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KpKηs+Kpωτ (Kη +Kτ )
Jms2 + (Jmωτ +Kp +KpKη)s+ (Kτ +Kη)(Kp + 1)ωτ
(4.14)
Note that the dynamics of the MR fluid damper increases the order of the
actuator system. Kη and Kτ are the gains of Newtonian viscous component
and field dependant component in the MR damper dynamics, respectively, as
described in Equations 4.4 and 4.6.
To know their effects on the property of the SDA system, two extreme condi-
tions are analyzed. The first is achieved by setting Kη = Kd and Kτ = 0. The
other is achieved by setting Kη = 0 and Kτ = Kd.
Case A:Kη = Kd and Kτ = 0







In this case, the transfer function is identical to that of SNVDA, Equation
4.10. So the bandwidth of SMRDA should be equal to Equation 4.13. This
is because the MR fluid damper behaves like a Newtonian viscous damper
when there is no magnetic field dependent component in Equation 4.3 (when
Kτ = 0).
Case B:Kη = 0 and Kτ = Kd





Jms2 + Jmωτs+Kτ (Kp + 1)ωτ
(4.16)























Kτ (Kp + 1)
(4.20)
In this case, the model is a typical second order system. Here, ω2 and ζ are
the natural frequency and the damping coefficient, respectively, of this system.
The system bandwidth is dependant on both parameters. Now the effect of
ωτ on the system bandwidth is considered. It is easy to see, when ωτ → 0, the





(Jm/ωτ )s2 + Jms+Kτ (Kp + 1)
∼= KpKτ
Jms+Kτ (Kp + 1)
(4.21)
This transfer function equals to that of SNVDA. When ωτ approaches infinity,
the current input response dynamics of the MR damper, Equation 4.4, behaves
like a zero order system with constant gain Kτ .
The Bode plot of the SMRDA system is shown in Fig.4.7. It is observed that
the bandwidth of the SMRDA system increases with the increase of ωτ when
ωτ is low. As ωτ is large, the bandwidth of the SMRDA system approaches that
of the SNVDA system as defined in Equation 4.13. If ωτ is large enough, the
high order dynamics introduced by the MR fluid damper into the SDA system
can be neglected. However, the typical value of ωτ for the MR damper is much
lower than the bandwidth of the SNVDA system described by Equation 4.13.
That is, the introduction of the MR damper in the SDA system will inevitably
reduce the bandwidth of overall system.
The two cases discussed above are extreme conditions. Fig.4.8 shows the simu-
lation results of the SMRDA systems with different proportions of Newtonian
viscous componentKη and field dependant componentKτ , whenKτ+Kη ≡ Kd
and ωτ = 20rad/s( 20rad/s is a typical value for the MR damper used). It is
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Figure 4.7: Bode magnitude plot of the SMRDA system with different value of ωτ ,
when Kη = 0 and Kτ = Kd
Figure 4.8: Bode magnitude plot of SMRDA system with different value ofKτ , when
ωτ = 20rad/s
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shown that the transfer function and, therefore, the bandwidth of the phys-
ical SMRDA system is always between the first order system described by
Equation 4.15 and the second order system described by Equation 4.16. If
the ratio of Kτ over Kη increases, the system model approaches the second
order system and the bandwidth reduces. On the contrary, if the ratio of Kτ
over Kη decreases, the system model approaches the first order system and the
bandwidth increases.
4.4.2 Output Impedance






where VL represents the velocity at the load end, Fe(s) (Fe(s) = −FL(s)) repre-
sents the external force exerted on the output end of the actuator due to the load
movement.
Low output impedance is a desirable property for the SDA system. In this
section, the output impedances of the SNVDA system and the SMRDA system are
analyzed to study the effect of the MR damper dynamics on this property.
• Output Impedance of SNVDA System
















The output impedance of SNVDA system is plotted against the frequency in
Fig.4.9. It is observed that the output impedance at low frequency is ideally
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low. When the frequency is higher than the SNVDA system’s bandwidth ω1,
the output impedance approaches the damping constant Kd.
Figure 4.9: The output impedance of the SNVDA system
• Output Impedance of SMRDA System
From Equation 4.8, the output impedance of the SMRDA system is:
Z(s) =
KηJms
2 + Jmωτ (Kτ +Kη)s
Jms2 + (Jmωτ +Kη +KpKη)s+ (Kp + 1)(Kτ +Kη)ωτ
(4.25)
To compare with the SNVDA system, the output impedance equation is nor-









Jms2 + (Jmωτ +Kη +KpKη)s+ (Kp + 1)(Kτ +Kη)ωτ
(4.26)
As in the previous subsection, two extreme cases are considered here: Kη = Kd,
Kτ = 0; and Kη = 0, Kτ = Kd.
Case A:Kη = Kd and Kτ = 0
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The result function is identical to that of the SNVDA system expressed in
Equation 4.23 because the SMRDA system behaves like a SNVDA system
when Kη = Kd and Kτ = 0.
Case B:Kη = 0 and Kτ = Kd
In this case, the output impedance Equation 4.26 can be written as:
Z ′(s) =
Jmωτs
Jms2 + Jmωτs+Kτ (Kp + 1)ωτ
(4.28)
To consider the effect of ωτ on Z ′(s), the output impedance was plotted against
ωτ as shown in Fig.4.10. Similar to the SNVDA system, the output impedance
of the SMRDA system is also low when the frequency is low. The output
impedance magnitude reaches its peak value around the system high cutoff
frequency. However, being different from the SNVDA system, the output im-
pedance reduces continuously and maintains low value when the frequency
approaches infinity. In other words, the system seems to be more compliant
to the load velocity in both the low and high frequency range. The position of
the peak value is depended on the value of ωτ .
Fig.4.11 shows the output impedance for different values of Kη and Kτ when
ωτ = 20rad/s. It is observed that that the final value of the output impedance
described in Equation 4.25 approaches rather than as in the case of the SNVDA
system when the frequency approaches infinity.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the analysis showed that the introduction of the MR damper into
the series damper actuator (SDA) system increases the order of the system. Low
bandwidth, ωτ , of the MR damper response to the input current would compromise
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Figure 4.10: Output impedance of the SMRDA system with different value of ωτ
when Kη = 0 and Kτ = Kd
Figure 4.11: Output impedance of the SMRDA system with different values of Kη
and Kτ when ωτ = 20rad/s.
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the bandwidth of the SDA system. The overall system bandwidth will reduce with
the value of ωτ . Therefore, to achieve large bandwidth for the SMRDA system, a
large value for ωτ is desirable.
In the analysis section of Chapter 3, the extra dynamics of MR fluid damper,
G(s), is neglected by treating the damper with a linear dynamics, that is, G(s) = Kτ
or ωτ = inf. However, in practise the extra dynamics of MR fluid damper has a finite
value of ωτ , which is not neglectable. From above analysis, therefore, it can be known
that the extra dynamics, G(s), would delay the system response and hence reduce
the bandwidth of the SDA system. That is just the explanation of the unexpected
low bandwidth observed in the experimental results of Chapter 3.
It was also shown that the dynamics of the MR damper causes the output im-
pedance of SDA system to be low at both low and high frequency range. The
output impedance reaches the maximum value around the system high cutoff fre-
quency. When the frequency approaches infinity, the output impedance of the SM-
RDA system approaches the value of Kη, the Newtonian viscous component of the
MR damper. To reduce the output impedance at high frequency, a small Kη is de-
sirable. However, a small Kη, which usually means a large ratio of Kτ to Kη, makes
the SMRDA system more susceptible to the dynamics of the MR damper especially
when the value of ωτ is low.
The models and the analysis were based on a simple proportional feedback con-
troller and the assumption that the MR damper has a first order dynamics. The
results may be different with different controllers and MR models. However, these
assumptions helped to simplify the modelling and analysis, yet still able to provide
much important information on the system basic properties. The information will
be useful for the design of the SMRDA system.
Now, the negative effect of MR fluid damper extra dynamics on system response
and bandwidth has been revealed. In the next chapter, a delicate controller will be
designed, which is intended to compensate this extra dynamics and therefore reduce
the system response lagging and, consequently, increase the system bandwidth.
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Chapter 5
Controller Design of Series
Damper Actuator Based on MR
Damper
Compared with the SEA system, one of the advantages of SDA is that the damping
coefficient of the damper can easily be varied by adopting an appropriate damper
design. The damping coefficient can then be adjusted according to the environment
conditions. For example, at high force and low force range, the damping coefficient
can be increased and decreased respectively to allow a proper corresponding relative
velocity in the damper. This endows the system with higher force fidelity at both
high and low force range. In an experimental setup of the SDA system, Magneto-
Rheological (MR) fluid damper is used to emulate a viscous damper with variable
damping coefficient.
Due to the nonlinear dynamics property of the MR fluid damper, the controller
design becomes critical to achieve variable damping coefficient and obtain a satisfac-
tory force fidelity with the SDA system based on MR fluid damper. In Chapter 4,
the analysis results have shown that the extra dynamics of MR fluid damper is not
neglectable and would cause response delay and reduce system bandwidth. Hence,
a more advanced controller should be developed to replace the simple controller
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proposed in Chapter 3 and therefore give system better force fidelity and larger
bandwidth.
Although modelling and control of MR fluid damper has been intensively inves-
tigated in recent years (Dyke, 1997; Spencer, 1997; Pan, 2000; Li, 2004), for most
cases, the MR fluid damper is studied as a semi-active device in the field, such as,
seismic response reduction and suspension system. So far no research work is for
the purpose of active force control as it would be in SDA actuator system. Furosho
has proposed a kind of series MR damper actuator, in which output of the MR fluid
damper was assumed to be independent from the damper velocity(Takesue, 2000,
2001, 2003). Therefore, the control problem of MR fluid damper was not investigated
intensively in his work. In our previous work (Chew, 2004-2), although a simple lin-
earization controller for the MR fluid damper has been implemented to control the
SDA system, there is still a lot of space to increase the system performance in terms
of the output force fidelity and the system bandwidth.
Note that although our actuator system based on the MR damper has a similar
physical structure as the MR damper actuator proposed by Furusho’s group, the
approach adopted by our system for force control is different from theirs. The main
difference is that the latter assumes that the output force is not dependent on the
input/output relative velocity of the damper. The drive unit (motor) mainly acts as
a velocity source to one end of the MR damper. The output force of their actuator
system is controlled mainly by varying the current supply to the MR fluid damper,
which will in turn alter the Coulomb friction behaviour for the damper. The function
of the MR damper is more like a force clutch. For our SDA system, the target damper
is desirable to be of viscous type whose damping force is dependent on the damper’s
input/output relative velocity. A force sensor is not necessary to implement closed-
loop feedback control. If the constitutive property of the damper is known, the
output force can be indirectly controlled by controlling the damper’s input/output
relative velocity. That is, the damper is partially acting as a force sensor. The MR
damper in our actuator system is mainly used to emulate a viscous damper. In fact,
the system can use a broad range of dampers, such as linear or nonlinear viscous
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damper, MR fluid damper, ER fluid damper, or other types of dampers, as long as
their force output can be made to be a function of the input/output relative velocity
(either by virtue of their designs or by software control).
In this chapter, we propose the inverse dynamics control approach for the SDA
which is based on MR fluid damper. In Section 5.1, a modified Bingham model
will be presented and compared, in Section 5.2, with two well-known MR fluid
models, Bingham model and Bouc-Wen model, in terms of model accuracy and
model invertibility. In Section 5.3, inverse dynamics control schemes for the MR
damper based SDA system will be proposed. In Section 5.4, the experiment setup
will be introduced and experimental results will be presented and discussed.
5.1 Models of MR Fluid Damper
In this section, a modified Bingham model is proposed for the MR fluid damper. To
show the performance of this proposed model, it is compared with two popular MR
fluid dynamics models, Bingham model and Bounc-Wen model.
5.1.1 Bingham Model
Bingham viscoplastic model (Pan, 2000) is often used to describe the behavior of
MR fluid dampers. Based on this model, Stanway proposed a mechanical model to
represent MR fluid damper, called Bingham model. The model consists of a Coulomb
friction element placed in parallel with a viscous damper, as shown in Fig.5.1.
The output force of the MR fluid damper is given by
F = f0sgn(v) + c0v (5.1)
f0 = fa + fbI (5.2)
c0 = ca + cbI (5.3)
where f0 is the frictional force, c0 is the damping coefficient, I is the current applied
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Figure 5.1: Bingham model of MR fluid damper
to the damper, ca and fa are constant values and equal to the frictional force and
damping coefficient, respectively, when there is no current applied, cb and fb are
coefficient with the damper input current I.
5.1.2 Bouc-Wen Model
Fig. 5.2 presents a basic mechanism of Bouc-Wen model which is quite often adopted
in the analysis of non-linear hysteresis behavior(Spencer, 1997). The damping force
of MR damper can be given by:
F = c0v + d0z (5.4)
where internal state variable z is governed by:
z˙ = −γz|v||z|n−1 − βv|z|n +Av (5.5)
z is an evolutionary variable that accounts for the history dependence of the response.
The model parameters depend on the current I applied on the damper as follows:
c0 = ca + cbu d0 = da + dbu
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where u is given as the output of first-order filter:
u˙ = −η(u− I) (5.6)
Figure 5.2: Bouc-Wen model of MR fluid damper
5.1.3 Modified Bingham Model
To find a model which is more suitable for inverse dynamics control of MR damper
for an SDA system, a modified Bingham Model is also proposed in this section.
Based on the Bingham model, the modified model we propose can be described by
following equations:
F = f0(1− e−β|v|)sgn(v) + c0v (5.7)
f0 = fa + fbu c0 = ca + cbu (5.8)
u˙ = −η(u− I) (5.9)
Comparing to Bingham Model, the modified model has two main changes. One
is the velocity factor (1 − e−β|v|). It is supposed to reduce the model error when
damper proceeds into hysteresis region and therefore gives a more accurate result
for model parameter identification. The other is Eq.5.9, a first order filter. Eq.5.9
is necessary to model the dynamics involved in reaching equilibrium and driving the
electromagnet in the MR damper.
To compare the three models, let’s denote Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3 for
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Bingham Model, Bouc-wen model and modified Bingham model respectively. Model
parameters are identified using Nonlinear Least Square Method.
5.2 Model Comparison
To show the ability for implementing inverse dynamics control, the proposed MR
fluid damper model is compared with the other two models in terms of model accu-
racy and model invertibility. For model accuracy, the models are input with damper
velocity and damper current and outputs prediction force (Fig.5.3). Model accuracy
is evaluated by considering the prediction force error. For model invertibility, inverse
models are input with desired damper force and desired damper velocity and outputs
predicted damper current (Fig.5.4). The model invertibility is evaluated considering
the stability of the output current.
Figure 5.3: Evaluation for model accuracy
Figure 5.4: Evaluation for model invertibility
5.2.1 Model Accuracy
Fig.5.5 shows the torque prediction results of these three models when the damper
velocity and current are both varying. It is observed from the figure that Model 2
and Model 3 are more accurate, while the prediction of Model 1 has a certain phase
leading to the actual value and therefore model 1 obviously has larger error than
the other two models. The reason is that the slow response of the MR damper to
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input current, which is not included into Model 1, has been modelled in Model 2
and Model 3 by first order filter (Eq.5.6 and Eq.5.9). Between Model 2 and Model
3, there is no much difference in terms of the prediction error.
Figure 5.5: Comparison between the experimental output torque and predicted out-
put torque based on three models
Another difference between Model 1 and Model 3 is the velocity factor of the
proposed modified Bingham model, (1 − e−β|v|). This velocity factor is supposed
to reduce the model error in the hysteresis region (small area around zero velocity)
of the MR fluid damper and therefore give a better result for model parameter
identification. To show the function of this velocity factor, models response are
compared when damper input current is kept constant as shown in Fig.5.6. Models
error are shown in Fig.5.7. When current I is a constant, the low pass filter (Eq.5.9)
in the Model 3 actually has no effect on model dynamics. In this case, the difference
between Model 1 and Model 3 comes from the velocity factor. It is shown that the
Model 3 is more accurate than Model 1. Especially, out of the hysteresis area, the
error of Model 3 is quite small.
It is easy to understand that the velocity factor only functions around zero ve-
locity. When damper velocity, v, is large, this factor actually has no effect on model
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Figure 5.6: Models response comparison when damper current is constant
Figure 5.7: Models error when damper current is constant
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dynamics because the value of velocity factor approaches to one. Therefore, as shown
in Fig.5.7, removing the velocity factor from Model 3 (after parameter identification)
only increases the model peak error in the hysteresis region and doesn’t reduce the
model accuracy out of this region. But large peak error would give a poor result for
model parameter identification due to the error equal distribution effect of the Least
Square Method, as it does for Model 1. Consequently, comparing with Model 3 after
removing velocity factor, Model 1 has a smaller peak error in the hysteresis region,
but the error out of the hysteresis area becomes fairly large because of the improp-
erly identified model parameters. According to Fig.5.7, Model 3 has the smallest
peak error. The introduction of multiply velocity factor (1 − e−β|v|) reduces the
model peak errors in the hysteresis region of the MR fluid dynamics and, therefore,
gives the model a more accurate parameter identification when the Nonlinear Least
Square Method is carried out. That is why Model 3 is more accurate than Model 1
even if the velocity factor is removed after parameter identification.

































Prediction with velocity factor
Prediction after removing velocity factor
Figure 5.8: Comparison of the predicted output of Model 3 with and without the
velocity factor after model parameter identification
In fact, after the model parameters are identified, the multiply velocity factor
(1−e−β|v|) in Model 3 can be removed form the inverse dynamics equations without
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much effect on the model accuracy. Fig.5.8 shows the prediction results of Model
3 with and without the velocity factor with varying damper velocity and damper
current. There is only a small difference between the two model outputs when the
damper goes into hysteresis region. However, without the velocity factor, Model 3
would be simpler and easier to be inverted.
Model 2, Bouc-Wen model, is a very popular model of MR fluid to describe
hysteresis behavior. However, in this case, the hysteresis effect of MR damper is not
dominant so that Model 2 can not show better results than that of Model 3 with
respect to the model accuracy.
5.2.2 Model Invertibility
According to the MR fluid damper models as shown in Subsection 5.1, the inverse
models can be expressed in following equations for these three models respectively
• For the Bingham model (model 1):
I =
Fd − fasgn(vd)− cavd
fbsgn(vd) + cbvd
(5.10)






Fd − cavd − daz
cbvd + dbz
(5.12)
z˙ = −γ|v|z|z|n−1 − βv|z|n +Av (5.13)










Model 1, the Bingham model, is the simplest model and all parameters are linear
and therefore it can easily be inverted. For Model 3, the velocity factor has been
removed after model parameter identification. Therefore, comparing with the inverse
Model 1, the inverse model of Model 3 is only different from it with an inverse of
a first order low pass filter. The inverse of low pass filter in Eq.5.14 contains the
derivative of internal variable u and therefore it would generate peak current output
for the inverse model if the curve of the internal variable u is not smooth. But
this peak current output can be mitigated by setting a boundary for the predicted
current of the inverse model.
It is easy to see that the inverse model of Model 2 is the most complex with nine
system parameter and a complicated internal state variable z (Eq.5.13). In Fig.5.9,
the prediction current based on these three inverse models is shown. Because of the
introduction of low pass filter in Model 2 and Model 3, the output damper current
of inverse model has some noise like peaks when the desired force or velocity profile
goes across zero. Furthermore, according to Fig.5.10, due to the presence of internal
state variable z, Eq.5.5, the output of inverse Model 2, when there is sudden change,
e.g. a step input, with the inverse model input of desired force or desired velocity,
may have some oscillation before it goes to a steady value. In fact, it has been
observed in the experiments that the output of inverse Model 2 may be instable
with certain desired velocity and desired force profiles. The analysis results show
that Model 1 and Model 3 has better invertibility than Model 2. In general, the
more complex a MR damper model, the worse the invertibility of the model.
From the above two subsections, it can be concluded that the modified Bingham
model and the Bouc-Wen model have a better model accuracy than Bingham model,
but the invertibility of the Bouc-Wen model is inferior to the other two models. Con-
sidering both the model accuracy and invertibility, the proposed modified Bingham
model,Model 3, is the best choice to implement inverse dynamics control for series
damper actuator based on MR damper.
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Figure 5.9: Output of three inverse models when the desired torque is sinusoidal
wave
Figure 5.10: Output of three inverse models when the desired torque is square wave
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5.3 Control Schemes
Inverse dynamics compensation is an intuitive way to linearize hysteresis behavior.
The control scheme for inverse dynamics control of MR damper is shown in Fig.5.11
(Scheme 1), where Fd is desired damping force/torque, vd is desired damper velocity,
kd is desired damping coefficient and Fd = kd · vd, vm is motor velocity and vL is
load velocity.
Figure 5.11: Inverse dynamics control scheme without force feedback loop
Due to the inevitable model error, there would be some error between the output
force of MR damper, FL, and the desired output force,Fd. One way to reduce this
error is to implement a force feedback loop. Fig.5.12 shows a control scheme with
force feedback closed-loop (Scheme 2). In this scheme, there are two control loops.
One is the motor velocity control loop to control the damper velocity. The other
control loop is the damper current control loop. In the experiments, a PD controller
and a P controller are used for the velocity loop and current loop respectively. By
achieving the desired damping force Fd and the desired damping velocity vd with
these two closed loop control, the desired virtual damping constant kd is obtained in
the series damper. Hence the variable damping coefficient can be implemented just
by changing the desired value of kd in the control scheme.
Different to semi-active control for most applications of MR fluid damper, in
which the damping velocity is dependant on external environment rather than driven
by a motor, in this control scheme both damper velocity and damper current are
actively controlled with two closed-loops.
It should be noted here that, as long as the force control performance based on
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Figure 5.12: Inverse dynamics control scheme with force feedback loop
control scheme 1 is satisfactory, feedback loop based on output force information is
no necessary, as mentioned in Section 2.
5.4 Experimental Results
An experimental setup of the MR fluid damper based Series Damper Actuator (SDA)
and its schematic diagram have been shown in Fig.3.11 and Fig.3.12 respectively and
described in Chapter 3.
To show the effect of modified Bingham model, the inverse dynamics compensa-
tion results are compared between Model 1 and Model 3. The MR damper output
under control scheme 1 for sinusoidal and step force are shown in Fig.5.13 and
Fig.5.14. It can be shown that damper output with inverse Model 3 has a better
phase matching and faster step response. Due to the larger model identification er-
ror, Model 1 has an inferior performance than Model 3. It can be seen from Fig.5.15,
MR damper after linearization (scheme 1) with inverse Model 3 has a better linearity
than that with inverse Model 1, although there still exists some hysteresis like error.
Low bandwidth of the MR fluid damper reported in Chapter 3 is one of the main
problems we want to be solved in this chapter. Fig.5.16 shows the bandwidth of MR
damper after inverse dynamics compensation based on Model 1 and Model 3. The
bandwidth was tested with control scheme 1. It shows that the MR fluid damper
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Figure 5.13: Output of MR fluid damper for sinusoidal wave with the control scheme
1 based on the Model 1 and the Model 3
Figure 5.14: Output of MR damper for square wave with control scheme 1 based on
Model 1 and Model 3
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Figure 5.15: Linear properties of MR damper after inverse dynamics compensation
(scheme 1) Based on Model 1 and Model 3
Figure 5.16: Bode plots of MR fluid damper after linearization based on Model 1
and Model 3
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after linearization with the inverse of Model 3 has a larger bandwidth than that with
Model 1. The larger bandwidth comes from the fact that Model 3,with the first order
low pass filter in its model (Eq.5.9), can successfully capture the dynamics delay of
MR damper to the input current and, therefore,effectively compensate it.
Figure 5.17: Torque tracking following a sinusoidal reference when the damping
constant kd = 0.17Nms
Figure 5.18: Torque tracking following a step reference when the damping constant
kd = 0.17Nms
The output force fidelity can be furtherly increased with force feedback loop.
Based on Model 3, the performance of the experimental SDA system with the force
feedback inverse dynamics control scheme (scheme 2) is also tested. The results of the
fixed end experiment are shown in Figs.5.17 to 5.20. Fig.5.17 and Fig.5.18 illustrate
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the system responses to sinusoidal and step references, respectively, when kd =
0.17Nms. The results show that the experimental SDA system achieves force control
with a quite high fidelity. Comparing with the outputs, (Fig.5.13 and Fig.5.14),of
SDA under the control scheme without force feedback (scheme 1), the force tracking
error is reduced with the force feedback control loop.
Figure 5.19: Torque tracking following a sinusoidal reference when the damping
constant kd = 0.34Nms
Figure 5.20: Torque tracking following a step reference when the damping constant
kd = 0.34Nms
Variable damping coefficient is another advantage of the experimental SDA sys-
tem. Fig.5.19 and Fig.5.20 shows the system responses for sinusoidal and step inputs,
respectively, after the damping constant kd has been doubled to kd = 0.34Nms while
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the amplitudes of the inputs were increased by four times.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, the control problems of SDA system were investigated. A general
controller for SDA system was proposed. It can be used as high level controller for
SDA system, in which the damping coefficient of the series damper is assumed to be
a constant (viscous type).
For the SDA system based on MR fluid damper, the controller was different due
to the nonlinear dynamics property of MR fluid damper. For such SDA system,
inverse dynamics control schemes were developed for the linearization of the MR
fluid damper. To achieve this kind of controller, a modified Bingham model for the
MR fluid damper was proposed and compared with the two very popular MR fluid
models, Bingham model and the Bouc-Wen model. Model comparison was done
in terms of model accuracy and model invertibility. Simulation and experimental
results showed that the proposed model is more suitable to implement inverse dy-
namics control for such a SDA system. With the proposed control schemes, higher
force fidelity and larger system bandwidth had been achieved comparing with the
results shown in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 6
Plant Design of Series Damper
Actuator
SDA system design includes plant (hardware) design and controller (software) de-
sign. In the pervious chapters and our past work (Chew, 2004-2; Zhou, 2005-1),
the controller design has been extensively investigated and satisfactory results had
been reported. In the patent application file (Chew, 2004-1), a rough design of SDA
system, including system architecture, plant mechanical structure, and so on, has
been presented. However, the core of the SDA hardware (plant) design, the design
or selection of series damper and the DC motor, is still unrevealed. The purpose
of this chapter is to provide a standard design procedure of the damper and motor
selection and optimization for the SDA system. By simply following these proce-
dures with a set of given particular system performance requirements or parameters,
a satisfactory SDA design result can be achieved.
In this chapter, the design process of our experimental SDA system (based on MR
fluid damper) was used as the example to illustrate the design procedures. In the first
part of this chapter (Section 6.1), the design steps for damper and motor selection
was introduced. The motor optimized selection was carried out using Mechatronic
Design Quotient (MDQ) method. In the second part of this chapter (Section 6.2),
a novel compact MR fluid damper was designed and tested.
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6.1 Component Selection for SDA System
In general, the SDA plant includes a series damper, a motor, sensors and motor
driver, if any. The SDA hardware design should begin with the selection or design
of the series damper and the motor, because the selection of other hardware compo-
nents, such as sensors and micro-controller usually should refer directly or indirectly
to the selected damper, motor and their attachments. Between the damper and mo-
tor, the former should be decided first, since the suitable dampers are quite limited,
while available motors are versatile.
First, the initial design parameters should be given. In most cases, the origi-
nal requirements for a designed system are given in the terms of specified system
performances, such as the rise time, over shoot, steady state errors, etc. Those con-
siderations are usually used for controller design. Therefore, more freedom can be
given for the initial of the hardware design process.
Here following three parameters are given from design specifications or assump-
tion.
• Maximum output force FL max
• Maximum load velocity VL max
• Minimum system bandwidth ωmin
6.1.1 Damper Selection
The series damper in the SDA system can either be linear or rotary. Furthermore,
there are different choices for the damper, such as viscous damper, MR fluid damper,
ER fluid damper, variable orifice viscous damper, eddy current damper, powder
clutch, etc.
The selection of damper should be based on the output force, operating speed,
damping coefficient, stroke range, size, weight, cost, etc. Different design consider-
ations or methods may give different initial design requirements. In this case, two
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damper parameters should be determined, the maximum variable damping coeffi-
cient Bmax and, the maximum damper relative velocity VD max.
Step1. Maximum variable damping coefficient Bmax
The series damper in the SDA system is required to have a variable damping
coefficient. Therefore, determining the range of variable damping coefficient is nec-
essary to select a suitable damper. If there is no explicit requirement for the range
of damping coefficient, the maximum damping coefficient can be determined by con-
sidering the efficiency problem.
Figure 6.1: General model of SDA actuator plant
A general model of SDA actuator plant, a damper series connected between
a motor and load, is shown in Fig.6.1, where Fm is the motor output force, Vm
is the motor output velocity, FL is the actuator output force (load force), VL is
actuator output velocity (load velocity), and B is the damping coefficient. When
SDA actuator system works actively, power will be transmitted from the motor to
the load through the series damper. According to the plant model, the following
equations can be obtained.
Damper input end power Pm:
Pm = Fm · Vm (6.1)
Damper output end power PL:
PL = FL · VL (6.2)
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Neglecting the inertia force of the damper, we have:
Fm = FL (6.3)
and
FL = BVD (6.4)
where VD is the damper relative velocity and VD = Vm − VL.
The power dissipated in the damper (PD) is:

















It is assumed that, when the maximum damping coefficient Bmax, maximum
output force FL max, and maximum load velocity VL max are achieved in the series




(1− ηm)VL max (6.8)
Step2. The maximum damper relative velocity VD max.
Theoretically, the damping coefficient B can vary from 0 to Bmax. However,
there should be a certain range limit of damping coefficient B for any certain output
force FL, considering the damper relative velocity limitation. For example, with a
certain output force FL, if the damping coefficient B is set to be vary small, say close
to zero, as result, an impracticably high damper relative velocity will be required
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according to Eq. 6.4.
Therefore, it can be assumed that, when maximum output force FL max is
achieved, the allowable range of varying damping coefficient is βBmax ∼ Bmax (β
is called varying range factor and 0 < β < 1). Here we define that the maximum
damper relative velocity VD max is achieved when output force is maximum (FL max)
and required damping coefficient is minimum (βBmax).





Step3.The minimum damper bandwidth ωD
With damper relative velocity VD as the input and damping force FL as the





The bandwidth is the frequency, at which the system frequency response (gain) has
declined 3dB from it low-frequency value (Dorf, 2004).
For a viscous damper, the constitutive equation can be written as
FL = BVD (6.11)
where B is constant damping coefficient.





Obviously, it is a zero order system (constant gain), and therefore the bandwidth is
infinity since the response gain keeps constant with the frequency. It may be true
for a truly viscous damper, for which the bandwidth is very high and can be viewed
as infinity.
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However, infinite bandwidth may not be true for other series damper solutions of
SDA system, such as Magneto-Rheological (MR) fluid damper. To emulate a viscous
damper defined in Eq. 6.11, the MR fluid damper is controlled by a linearization
algorithm to give a virtual constant damping coefficient B. This linearization process
introduces some extra dynamics into the series damper, such as the electromagnetic
response of the MR fluid. Therefore, the bandwidth of such virtual viscous damper
is lower than that of a truly viscous damper.
To consider the bandwidth property of series damper, a first order model is used








where ωD is the bandwidth of the model. If ωD is infinite, Eq. 6.13 is equivalent
to Eq. 6.12. To ensure the overall bandwidth of SDA plant, the bandwidth of the
series damper should be checked.
Statement 1: To ensure a minimum overall bandwidth ωmin for the SDA plant,
the damper bandwidth ωD should satisfy following requirement:
ωD ≥ 10.64ωmin (6.14)
The proof of Statement 1 is shown in Appendix A.
Equation 6.14 defines the minimum damper bandwidth requirement to guar-
antee the SDA system a certain overall bandwidth. Damper bandwidth can be
experimentally measured using frequency response method to ensure that it satisfies
the minimal requirement, especially for those virtual viscous dampers.
Now the damper can be chosen by fulfilling the above three criteria: damping
coefficient varying range, maximum damper relative velocity and minimum band-
width. Furthermore, other requirements, if any, should also be satisfied, such as,
stroke range, size, weight, cost, etc. If the damper would be designed rather than se-
lected, the damper thermal balance between damper energy dissipation and damper
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heat dissipation for continuous operation should also be considered. Heat sink may
be used, if necessary.
6.1.2 Motor Selection
Amotor should be selected to match the selected damper. DC motors are suitable for
applications requiring continuous operation at high levels of torque and speed. DC
motors are suitable to work in harsh environment and need minimal maintenance.
For applications that require high torques and low speeds, suitable speed reducers
may be employed.
The series dampers of SDA system have two different types: linear or rotary
dampers. The motor should match with the series damper. Therefore, to work with
the linear damper, a linear stage may be needed for the motor. One option is to use
a lead screw or ball screw. Another option is to use linear motor.
When selecting a DC motor for a particular application, consideration must be
given to the requirements of power, speed, torque, bandwidth, size, weight, and
cost. A suitable speed transmission device (harmonic drive, gear unit, lead screw,
etc) may have to be chosen as well, depending on the application.
Follows are nine steps to select a suitable DC motor based on the design require-
ments and selected series damper.
Step1. The maximum motor output velocity Vm max
The maximum motor output (after gear reduction, if any) velocity Vm max can
be calculated as follow:
Vm max = VD max + VL max (6.15)
To give some margin for motor output velocity, the maximum motor output velocity
Vm max can be written as
Vm max = (1 + α)(VD max + VL max) (6.16)
where α is velocity margin factor and 0 < α < 1.
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Step2. The maximum motor acceleration Amax
Since the motor velocity Vm equals to the summation of the damper relative
velocity VD and load velocity VL. Therefore, the maximum motor acceleration Amax









)|max = AD max +AL max (6.17)
where AD max is the maximum damper’s relative acceleration and AL max is the
maximum load’s acceleration. The values of AD max and AL max can be obtained
from the design specifications.
Step3. Output power of motor Pm
If the efficiency of motor transmission is neglected, the motor output force Fm is
equal to the summation of the damper’s inertia force and the actuator output force
(load force). Usually, the damper’s inertia force is negligible compared with the load
force. Hence the required motor output power can be approximated as:
Pm = FL max ∗ Vm max (6.18)
Step4. Selecting a motor based on the power requirement
Here, we choose a motor which can deliver the required output power. Consid-
ering overloading, wear, and malfunction issues, the motor should not be operated
continuously at its peak power. The peak power should be at least twice of the power
requirement for continuous operation. This power margin also helps to achieve better
efficiency.
Step5. Gear Reduction N
After the motor is selected, the maximum rotor output torque Me max and the
maximum rotor speed ne max will be used to determine the required gear reduction.
The minimal required gear ratio should be calculated based on the required
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While the maximum gear ratio can be calculated based on the required maximum





We have to check and ensure that the calculated Nmax should be larger than
Nmin. If this is not true, the motor selected is not suitable and another alternative
should be sourced (go back to Step4). Otherwise, the suitable gear reduction should
be between Nmin and Nmax.
After the gear box is selected, the efficiency problem should be checked first
to ensure that the output torque still meets the design requirement by fulfilling
following mathematic relationship
Me max ·N · ηg ≥ FL max (6.21)
where N is gear reduction and ηg is the efficiency of the selected gear box.
If this not satisfied, the gear box should be changed or go back to Step4 to select
another suitable motor.
Following above steps, the resulted motor and gear reduction would ensure that
the required maximum output torque and output speed is within the motor contin-
uous operation area.
Step6. Motor bandwidth ωm′
The motor’s (with gear reduction) open loop bandwidth (voltage input and ve-
locity output) should be larger than required value.
Statement 2: To ensure a minimum overall bandwidth ωmin for the SDA plant,
the DC motor (free end) bandwidth ωm′ should satisfy following requirement:





where Jm is the motor inertia and JD is the damper input end inertia.
The proof of Statement 2 is shown in Appendix A.
Equation 6.22 defines the minimal bandwidth requirement of the DC motor.
After the motor is selected, the motor bandwidth should be tested. If Eq. 6.22 can
not be satisfied, the motor and/or gear reduction should be changed.
Step7. Motor inertia Jm
In the SDA system, the load is separated from motor by the series damper.
The output shaft of the motor is connected to the input end of the series damper.
Therefore, for the consideration of inertia matching, the motor inertia Jm should
not be too small compared to the damper input end inertia JD. If gear reduction
(N) is used to increase the motor output capacity, the damper input end inertia
reflected on the motor shaft will be reduced by N2 times to JD/N2. For most cases,
the reflected input end inertia of damper, JD/N2, is much smaller than the motor
inertia, Jm. If it is not true, a larger gear reduction or a motor with larger inertia
should be used.
Step8. Required motor torque Fmax





FL max +Amax(JD +N2Jm)
)
(6.23)
Check and ensure that Fmax ≤ Me max. Otherwise, go back to Step4 to change
the selected motor.
Step9. Required motor current Imax






where km is the torque constant of the motor.
Check and ensure that Imax is smaller than the motor rated current. Otherwise,
go back to Step4 to change the selected motor.
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The above two subsections describe how to select a suitable damper and a motor
for the SDA system. Most of the time, the design procedure needs some iterations
before a satisfactory plant can be achieved. Furthermore, the SDA plant component
design/selection steps described above are based on some design specifications. Dif-
ferent initial design specifications or requirements would result in different design
considerations and, consequently, different design steps. But the general steps de-
scribed above can give the basic idea and guideline on how to design the SDA plant
and help them to proceed to some specific design cases.
6.2 Case Study
An example of SDA plant design is shown in this section. The initial design specifi-
cations are given in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Specifications for SDA plant design
Actuator type Rotary
Maximum output force (FL max) 3Nm
Maximum load velocity (VL max) 4rad/s
Minimum system bandwidth (ωmin) 7Hz
Damping varying factor (β) 50%
Motor velocity margin factor (α) 50%
Maximum motor acceleration (Amax) 50rad/s2
Following the design steps described in the last section, an MR brake (MRB-
2107-3, Lord Corporation) and a DC motor (3863A024C, Faulhaber) are chosen as
the series damper and motor for the SDA system. The specifications of the selected
MR fluid damper (MRB-2107-3) and the DC motor (3863A024C) are shown in Table
6.2 and Table 6.3. A setup of the designed SDA system was built and a picture is
shown in Fig. 6.2. In this setup, besides the motor and series damper, there are
two encoders mounted to measure the damper input velocity and output velocity
respectively. The relative velocity of the damper is obtained from the difference
between the readings from these two encoders. This SDA system also had been
tested and good results had been reported in (Chew, 2004-1; Zhou, 2005-1).
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Table 6.2: Typical data of MRB-2107-3 MR brake
Maximum torque 5.6Nm
Damping coefficient varying range (virtual) 0 ∼ ∞Nms (theoretically)
Bandwidth 25Hz
Maximum operating speed 1000RPM (105rad/s)




Operating temperature range −30oC to 70oC
Table 6.3: Specifications of two suitable DC motor solutions
Motor Solution 1 Motor Solution 2
(Faulhaber (Faulhaber
4490H024B) 3863A024C)
Nominal voltage 24 V 24 V
Output power 201 W 220 W
Weight (excluding gear box) 750 g 400 g
Rotor inertia (Jm) 130 gcm2 110 gcm2
Speed up to 16000 RPM 8000 RPM
Torque up to 191.8 mNm 110 mNm
Current up to 8.62 A 3.8 A
Gear reduction (N) 23 43
Gear reduction efficiency (ηg) 0.8 0.7
It should be noted that, the suitable motor got through the described procedures
above would not be unique since there are many motors from different companies
with different types, parameters, performances and costs. For example, besides
the mentioned Faulhaber 3863A024C (Motor Solution 2), another motor Faulhaber
4490H024B (Motor Solution 1) is also a suitable solution with the design require-
ments as shown in Table 6.3. Since the possible solution is not unique, it generates
the problem of optimization. In the next section, the motor optimized selection
using Mechatronic Design Quotient (MDQ) is presented.
6.2.1 Design Optimization Using Mechatronic Design Quotient (MDQ)
As a mechatronic system design involves many issues, the process can be very com-
plex. In this section the Mechatronic Design Quotient (MDQ), proposed by C.W.
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Figure 6.2: Photograph of the designed Series Damper Actuator plant
de Silva(Silva, 2004, 2005), is applied to choose an optimal design from a set of so-
lutions. MDQ is particularly useful for a complex electro-mechanical system design.
A MDQ approach would include the following steps (Lu, 2005):
• Identify the relevant design issues including the understanding the design goals,
identifying the basic performance, tasks, requirements for the desired system,
and figuring out what issues come under multiple design criteria.
• Establish the MDQ aspects and quantify the requirements. In this step, one
should distinguish those criteria that are considered to be very important in the
design, such as cost, reliability, bandwidth, weight, size, etc. After establishing
the MDQ aspects, the pertinent requirements have to be quantified, and a table
of target specifications should be formed.
• Establish a database for feasible designs. This step includes identifying design
solutions which would roughly satisfy the basic performance requirements. All
feasible solutions together form a feasible solution space.
• Assign MDQ index to each feasible design. According to each MDQ aspect,
there will be a separate design index, which is a measure of the degree to which
the particular design solution satisfies the design criterion. Each MDQ index
also includes the importance weighting factor which indicates the importance
of that particular attribute in the overall design.
• Compute the aggregate MDQ index. In this step, one incorporates all indi-
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vidual design indices and associated weighting factor to obtain the value of
overall MDQ index. A final decision is made by selecting the design with the
highest MDQ value.
Following the steps described above, we apply the MDQ on motor selection.
Motor selection is a rather complex issue. For SDA system the key design criteria
include size, weight, cost, bandwidth and speed.
The flowchart of the MDQ procedures is illustrated in Fig.6.3. The requirements
for the target specification has been quantified and tabulated in Tab.6.4.
Figure 6.3: MDQ flowchart for the motor selection
Table 6.4: Target specifications for motor selection
Maximum Size ø50mm× 200mm
Maximum Weight 1000g
Maximum Cost $ 500
Minimum Bandwidth 11Hz
Minimum Speed 6000rpm
The next step is to find the information of available commercial products and
establish a database for the feasible solution space. Selecting suitable motors for
the solution space would follow the nine steps described in the previous section.
For simplification, only two suitable motors are used for the feasible solution space
to illustrate the idea of MDQ on motor selection. The two suitable motors are
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Faulhaber 3863A024C and 4490H024B as mentioned before. Then the solution space
for MDQ aspects is shown in Tab.6.5.
Table 6.5: Solutions database
MDQ Aspects Solution 1 Solution 2
Size ø44mm× 168mm ø38mm× 107mm
Weight 750g 400g
Cost $ 400 $ 290
Bandwidth 20Hz 13Hz
Speed 16000rpm 10000rpm
These candidate solutions satisfy the five requirements (MDQ aspects) to differ-
ent extents. We assign one index Imn to each MDQ aspect to indicate the degree
to which a particular solution satisfies the design criterion. m is an integer number
from 1 to 5 representing these five MDQ aspects. n is an integer number of 1 or 2
representing the two candidate motors of the solution space. Furthermore, a weight-
ing factor Wm is assigned for each MDQ aspect. In this case, we assign W1 = 25%,
W2 = 25%, W3 = 20%, W4 = 15%, and W5 = 15% to indicate size and weight are
more important attributes, while bandwidth and speed are less important attributes.
The total weighting factors sum up to 100%.
The MDQ indices values are assigned as shown in Tab.6.6. The important con-
sideration is to make sure that the relative performance of each solution for each
aspect is properly reflected by the relative magnitudes of the indices. To compute
the MDQ index Mj for solution j, simply incorporate all the design indices and






Note that 0 < Mj ≤ 100%. The results of the calculated Mj are shown in Tab.6.6.
The last step is to select the solution with the highest MDQ value as the final
decision. Therefore, the second solution, that is Faulhaber 3863A024C, is the best
selection among the feasible motor solutions.
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Table 6.6: MDQ indices values
Design Index Solution Solution Maximum Weighting
1 2 Value Iim Parameter
Size Index (I1) 50% 80% 80% 25%
Weight Index (I2) 40% 80% 80% 25%
Cost Index (I3) 60% 80% 80% 20%
Bandwidth Index (I4) 80% 65% 80% 15%
Speed Index (I5) 80% 50% 80% 15%
MDQ Value (M) 73.13% 91.56% N.A. N.A.
In Section 6.1, a general procedure for the series damper and motor selection
for the SDA plant design has been presented. It has described how we can deter-
mine, with given design requirements, the key parameters of the SDA plant, such
as the damping coefficient range, component bandwidth, motor power, gear ratio,
etc. Thereafter, the series damper and motor can be selected accordingly. As an
example, an experimental SDA system has been successfully developed in the case
study. Noted that it impossible to generate a universal standard design procedure,
which is valid for every design case for SDA system. Different design case has dif-
ferent requirements and initial conditions. Hence, the design procedures would be
different for each SDA design case. Nevertheless, the design procedures described
in this section can always provide some basic guidelines for the SDA plant design.
In the second half of this section, Mechatronic Design Quotient (MDQ) method is
employed to optimize motor selection. MDQ provides an integrated approach for
mechatronic system design. It quantifies the evaluations for all candidature solutions
and therefore eases the optimization process. In fact, the application of MDQ can
be extended to the design of the whole SDA system, rather than the motor selection
only.
6.3 Design of A Compact MR Fluid Damper
To get a MR fluid damper, which can fit our Series Damper Actuator system, a
new MR fluid damper was design and manufactured recently. In this section, the
MR fluid damper design procedures were introduced in detail. FEA analysis was
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employed to determine the damper’s mechanical structure and parameters according
to the given design targets. The damper testing experiments would be described and
results were presented and discussed at the end of this section.
Magneto-Rheological (MR) fluids is one class of intelligent materials, which re-
sponse to applied magnetic field with fast, continuous and reversible change in their
rheological behavior. MR fluids have attracted extensive research interests recently
because they can provide simple, quiet, fast-response interface between electronic
control and mechanical system (Jolly, 1998). A lot of work has been done on the
MR fluid property investigation, and the modeling and control of MR dampers
(Lita, 2004; Spencer, 1997; Li, 2004). A wide range of MR dampers have also been
investigated for their potential applications in various systems, such as, semi-active
suspension systems, shock absorbers, vibration control, seismic response reduction
(Dyke, 1997; Pan, 2000; Kavlicoglu, 2002; Dyke, 1996).
MR fluid damper has also been used in actuators due to its distinguished force
control and power transmission features (Takesue, 2000; Stanway, 1995). In our
previous work, MR fluid brake was employed to emulate a viscous damper in our
proposed force control actuator system, series damper actuator (SDA) (Chew,2004-
1,2004-2). By applying a proper control effort, virtual viscous damping with large
varying range could be achieved with the MR fluid brake. The SDA system requires
the MR fluid brake to have high transmitted torque, be compact in size, be light
weight, allow 360 degree rotation, allow good connectivity, and so on. The proper-
ties of MR fluid brake determine the performance of the SDA system.
Currently there are a lot of solutions for MR fluid brake design. Some MR fluid
brakes have been developed and commercialized with attractive properties, such
as high yield stress and stable behavior (Lord Corporation, http://www.lord.com).
Furthermore, there are also a lot of research works on the design and implemen-
tation issues of MR fluid brake, as well as its counterparts - ER brake. Carlson
(Carlson, 1998) developed a controllable brake based on MR fluid. A rotary type
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MR damper using valve mode was introduced by Kim (Kim, 2002). Li (Li, 2003)
had designed and fabricated a high-efficiency MR brake with a simple structure.
Kavlicogu (Kavlicoglu, 2002) had presented a high-torque MR fluid clutch design
with double plates. A multiple discs ER brake has been proposed by Papodopoulous
in (Papadopoulos, 1998). The objective of this work is to design and develop a novel
MR fluid brake with high transmitted torque, compact size, light weight and good
connectivity. In this thesis, a novel MR fluid brake structure with double shearing
discs was presented, and the general design procedures were described. FEA simula-
tion was performed to analyze the magnetic circuit and obtain optimized parameters
for the structure. A prototype of the proposed MR fluid brake was fabricated and
tested. Experimental results were presented and discussed at the end of this section.
6.3.1 Damper Structure Design and Analysis
6.3.1.1 Damper Structure
Figure 6.4: A typical structure for MR brakes (Lord Corp.)
The main objective of this design is to achieve high brake torque for a given size.
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Most current solutions of MR fluid brake design come with either small transmitted
torque or large size. A typical structure of MR fluid brake is as shown in Fig. 6.4. It
is of a single disc type and is operated in shear mode. The electromagnet is located
on the edge of the brake, and generates magnet flux penetrating the shearing disc
and the MR fluid in the gap. Such configuration often results in a large radial
dimension if high transmitted torque is to be achieved.
Figure 6.5: A schematic drawing of proposed MR brake structure
In Fig.6.5, a schematic of our proposed MR fluid brake structure is shown. To
reduce the size of brake in this design, the electromagnet coil is shifted closer to
the axis of rotation and located on one side of the shear disc. To increase the
torque transmission capacity, another shear disc is added on the other side of the
electromagnet coil, forming a symmetrical structure. Such a design can fully utilize
the radial dimension to generate high transmitted torque. The dash line represents
the magnetic flux path generated by the electromagnet coil. There are two active
shear zones for each disc. They are the outer and inner shear zones, labeled by C1
and C2, respectively. Since each disc has two shear surfaces, there are altogether
eight shear areas in the system.
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6.3.1.2 Bingham Viscoplastic Model and Shear Mode Torque
MR fluid has a magnetic field dependent rheological property. The magnetic field
can dramatically change the viscosity of the fluid. For example, the rheological and
magnetic properties of a commercial MR fluid (MRF-241ES from Lord Corp.) are
shown in Fig.6.6.
Figure 6.6: Rheological and magnetic properties of MR fluid (MRF-241ES from
Lord Corp.) (a) Yield stress versus magnetic field strength (b) flux density versus
magnetic field strength
The behavior of MR fluid is often represented by Bingham viscoplastic model
(Spencer, 1997). The constitutive equation for the model is as follows:
τ = τy(H)sgn(γ˙) + ηγ˙ (6.26)
where τ is shear stress, τy is field dependent yield stress of the MR fluid (Fig.6.6a), H
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Figure 6.7: The direct shear mode of MR fluid devices
is magnetic field strength, γ˙ is the shear rate, η is the plastic viscosity (i.e. viscosity
at H = 0.)The first part of the RHS of Eq.6.26 is the yield stress produced by
the magnetic field and the second part is the shear stress obtained from the fluid
viscosity.
The designed brake is operated in direct shear mode as shown in Fig.6.7. In this
operation mode, the force developed, F , is:




where S is the relative shear speed, A is the shear area, and g is the gap between
the two shear surface.
In this brake design as shown in Fig.6.5, there are two shear discs with two
shear areas (C1 and C2) on each. The active shear area on one disc is shown in
Fig.6.8, where ω is the angular velocity of each disc with respect to the structure,
dF is the shear force generated in the small circular area with radius r and small
radial increment dr, R1 and R2, and R3 and R4 are inner and outer radii of the two
shearing zones C1 and C2 respectively. According to Eq.6.27, the generated torque












Figure 6.8: Active shear area on the shearing disc
Noted that the yield stress τy in the two shear area, C1 and C2, may not be equal.












(R42 −R41) + (R44 −R43)
]
(6.29)
Eq.6.29 is the shear torque generated on one surface of a shear disc. In this design,
there are two shearing discs and hence four shear surfaces. That is, the effective
torque for such a brake design is given by 4T .
6.3.1.3 Magnetic Circuit Design
In our design, the electromagnetic coils are located between the two shear discs. By
applying current through the coils, magnetic flux is generated along a closed path
(dash line) as shown in Fig.6.5. The flux penetrates the gaps along the flux path,
and therefore changes the yield stress of the MR fluid in those gaps. The target
of magnetic circuit design is to determine the magnetic field excitation, amp-turns
(NI), which can give desired yield stress (τy) of the MR fluid in the gaps. The
general steps for magnetic circuit design are described as follows.
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Step 1. The operation point (Hf ,Bf ) of MR fluid
The operation point of MR fluid is defined as the magnetic field strength (Hf )
and flux density (Bf ) of MR fluid in the shear gap, when the desired shear stress is
obtained. According to this definition, Hf can be found from the τy−H curve of the
MR fluid (Fig.6.6a), given the desired yield stress τy. Thereafter, the flux density
Bf can be determined from B −H curve of the MR fluid (Fig.6.6b). Alternatively,
if a linear relationship between B and H is approximated for the material, the flux
density can be calculated as:
B = u0urH (6.30)
where u0 is the vacuum permeability and ur is the relative permeability of flux path
material.
Step 2. The operation point (Hs, Bs)of steel
According to the principle of continuity of magnetic flux and assuming no flux
leakage, it can be known that
Φs = Φf (6.31)
where Φs are Φf are the magnetic flux in steel path and fluid gap, respectively; and,
Φs = BsAs (6.32)
Φf = BfAf (6.33)
where Bs and Bf are flux density in steel path and fluid gap, respectively; As and
Af are cross section area of steel path and fluid gap, respectively.





Thereafter the magnetic field strength in the steel path, Hs, can be found from
the B − H curve of the steel material or from Eq.6.30. A typical curve of steel is
shown in Fig.6.9.
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Figure 6.9: A typical B −H curve of steel
Step 3. Magnetic circuit excitation, amp-turns (NI)
Applying the magnetic circuit Kirchhoff’s Law gives that:
NI = Hfg +HsL (6.35)
where N is the number of coil turns; I is the coil current; g is the gap length; and
L is the length of the steel path.
If there are n MR fluid gaps and m steel path sections series connected in the








where Hif is the Hf in ith fluid gap and Hjs is the Hs in jth steel path.
Because the relative permeability (ur in Eq.6.30) of steel is far larger than that
of MR fluid, the magnetic field strength in steel Hs is usually much lower than that
in MR fluid gap Hf , that is
∑m






If all MR fluid gaps have same gap length g and magnetic field strength Hf , the
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above equation can be further simplified as:
NI = nHfg (6.38)
The above equations enable the designers to estimate the required magnetic field
excitation, NI (amp-turns), given required magnetic field strength and certain flux
path dimensions. However getting an accurate magnetic circuit design using the
method described above is very difficult due to the nonlinear properties of materials
(see Fig.6.6 and Fig.6.9) and some other nonidealities, such as flux leakage, and flux
path dimension uncertainties. Finite element analysis software is used to aid the
optimization process of the magnetic design. The three steps of the magnetic circuit
design described above should be performed before the FEA analysis and optimiza-
tion. Although the calculated magnetic excitation NI may not be accurate, it can
be used as an initial condition for the FEA analysis and then adjusted accordingly.
6.3.1.4 FEA analysis and design optimization
Electromagnetic finite element analysis is performed in this work to assist the elec-
tromagnetic circuit design and optimize the brake’s structural parameters. The FEA
simulation software used in this work is the 2D Maxwell from ANSOFT.
The FEA 2D model geometry (in the RZ plane of a cylindrical coordinate sys-
tem) is shown in Fig.6.10. The model is actually a 3D axisymmetric object. The
2D diagram represents a 3D structure that has been revolved around the axis of
symmetry (Z axis). 2D Maxwell analyzes the 2D geometry as a cross-section of the
model and generates a solution for that cross-section.
An example of the FEA simulation result is shown in Fig.6.11. The flux density
(the closed curves) and the gap magnetic field strength (scaled color) are displayed
in the result. The magnetic path is clearly indicated by the flux curves and some
flux leakage can also be observed. From the simulation result, the magnetic field
strength in MR fluid gap (Hf ) can be obtained for all the eight gaps in the closed
magnetic path. Then, the generated shearing torque can be calculated according
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Figure 6.10: The 2D FEA model of the designed double discs MR fluid brake
Figure 6.11: An example of FEA simulation results
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to Eq.6.29. The simulation results, therefore, can be used to evaluate the magnetic
circuit design described in the previous subsection. The magnetic circuit excitation
NI can be adjusted till satisfactory yield stresses in these gaps are obtained. Fur-
thermore, the FEA analysis results can also be used to evaluate the brake structural
design and optimize its dimensional parameters.
Important parameters have also been indicated in Fig.6.10, where
R1, R2, R3, R4 are inner and outer radii of two shearing area C1 and C2 respec-
tively,
Lp is the thickness of side steel path,
Ld is the thickness of shearing disc,
Lc and Wc are length and width of magnet coil respectively,
Win and Wout are the width of inner and outer steel path,
g is the MR fluid gap length.
R4 and R1 decide the active shear area of the MR fluid. Therefore, to obtain large
torque transmission capability, large R4 and small R1 is always preferred. R4 can
be determined according to the maximum permitted brake size, usually, from the
design requirements. R1 can be determined from the minimum shaft size required
from the aspects of component strength, manufacturing and assembling, and so on.
Satisfying the disc strength and manufacturing requirements, the thickness of shear-
ing disc, Ld, should be as small as possible to reduce the weight and size of brake
and lower the flux strength loss in the steel path. Lc and Wc can be determined
from the coil size by considering the wire diameter and number of turns.
The optimization of the structure parameters, g, Lp, Win and Wout is briefly
discussed below.
• Gap Length g
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According to Eq.6.36, it can be known that the gap length g is known to sig-
nificantly affect the magnetic field strength (H). A simulation result of the
relationship between the gap length and the magnetic field strength in this
gap is shown in Fig.6.12. It can be seen that a smaller gap gives a larger mag-
netic field strength. Generally, a larger magnetic field strength will result in a
larger yield stress for MR fluid and, consequently, generate a larger transmit-
ted torque. If MR fluid operation points are given, smaller gap always means
smaller requirement for amp-turns, NI. In this sense, a smaller gap will be
better. However, the gap cannot be too small, considering the manufacturing
and assembling errors. And the smaller the gap is, the more sensitive the mag-
netic field strength H is to gap errors (see Fig.6.12). Usually, the gap length
is between 0.25mm to 2mm for ease of manufacture and assembly (Li, 2003;
Yoo, 2002). In this design, the gap is set to 1mm.












Figure 6.12: A simulation result for the gap length (g) versus the magnetic field
strength (H) in this gap
• Width of inner and outer flux path Win and Wout
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Wout andWin are the radial width of shear areas C1 and C2, respectively. They
also represent the width of outer and inner flux path, respectively. When R1,
R4 and Wc are given, the summation of Win and Wout will be fixed because:
Win +Wout = R4 −R1 −Wc (6.39)
Therefore, increasing Win will decrease Wout, and vice versa. Win and Wout
will determine the area of the two shear region C1 and C2. Large area of C1
may be preferred since it is at larger radius than C2 and therefore may result
in higher transmitted torque. However, large Wout will result in a small shear
area for C2. Furthermore, a small Win may result in magnetic saturation in
the steel path. When magnetic path is saturated, the path flux density would
not have significant response to the change of magnetic circuit excitation, and
consequently the magnetic field strength in the MR fluid gap would be limited
to a relatively low level. Therefore, to achieve large transmitted torque, the
optimal values for Win and Wout should be found from FEA simulation.
A simulation result is presented in Fig.6.13, which shows the effect of different
values of Win and Wout on the transmitted brake torque. In this example,
Win +Wout = 11mm according to Eq.6.39, where R1, R4 and Wc are given
as 9mm, 30mm and 10mm, respectively. The brake torque is simulated with
(Win, Wout) varying from (4mm, 7mm) to (10mm, 1mm). On the horizontal
axis, from left to right, the Win increases from 4mm to 10mm, and Wout, cor-
respondingly, decreases from 7mm to 1mm. It can be seen in Fig.6.13 that,
if Win < 5mm or Win > 9mm, the brake generated torque T will be rela-
tively low. The generated torque reaches maximum value when (Win, Wout) is
(6mm, 5mm) and decreases slowly when Win increases. That is, (Win, Wout)
= (6mm, 5mm) would be optimal in terms of maximum toruqe. However,
parameter sensitivity should also be considered. It can be seen from Fig.6.13,
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Figure 6.13: The brake transmitted torque T with different inner flux path width
Win and outer flux path width Wout
when Win < 6mm, the generated torque drops sharply with the reducing of
the Win and therefore has large sensitivity to the dimension error. Whereas,
when 6mm < Win < 7mm, the curve is relatively flat and less sensitive to the
changes of Win and Wout. Therefore, (Win, Wout) is preferred to be between
(6mm, 5mm) and (7mm, 4mm).
after Win and Wout are decided, R2 and R3 can be computed as follows:
R2 = R1 +Win (6.40)
R3 = R4 −Wout (6.41)
• Side steel path thickness Lp
To reduce the weight and size of the brake, the thickness of side steel path,
Lp, is expected to be as small as possible. However, if the thickness is too
small, it will cause magnetic saturation and consequently reduce the magnetic
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field strength in both shear areas, C1 and C2. Therefore, the optimal Lp is the
smallest value where the magnetic saturation does not happen.

























Figure 6.14: Magnetic field strength (H) at shear area C1 and C2 versus the thickness
of side steel path (Lp)
A simulation study of the particular design example which shows how the mag-
netic field strength at shear areas varies with Lp is shown in Fig.6.14. From
the study, it is observed that, when Lp < 1.5mm, the magnetic field strength
in MR fluid gaps will drop significantly with decreasing Lp. Therefore, to re-
duce weight and at the same time avoid magnetic saturation, a value between
1.5mm and 2mm for Lp would be optimal for this particular design example.
The Above analysis gives a general description of the brake design and the para-
meters optimization with the assistance of FEA analysis. Note that the parameters
optimizations are not conducted in sequence. Some design iterations are needed
before the most optimal result can be obtained.
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6.3.2 Design Results and Experimental Setup
Figure 6.15: A sectional view of the designed MR brake
A CAD drawing of the final design of the MR fluid brake is shown in Fig.6.15.
There are an input and an output shafts in the design. The input and the out-
put shafts can rotate independently. Two shearing discs are connected to the input
shaft. The transmitted brake torque is passed to the output shaft through the body
of the brake. The magnetic coil is placed between the two shear discs to reduce the
radial size. Double shear discs also result in more shear area than that of a single
one. This design results in higher torque transmission capacity of the brake. The
key specifications of the MR fluid brake prototype are shown in Table 6.7.
An experimental setup as shown in Fig.6.16 is also built to test the MR fluid
brake prototype. A DC motor is connected to the input shaft of the MR fluid brake
to provide the input angular velocity. An encoder is attached to the motor to mea-
sure this angular velocity. This will be the shearing angular velocity if the output
shaft is stationary. A torque sensor is mounted at the output shaft to measure the
transmitted torque. A micro-computer (PC104) is used to control the DC motor
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Table 6.7: The key specifications of the MR fluid brake prototype
Maximum output 3.5Nm
Mechanical Dimension ®76mm ∗ 40mm
Weight 910g
Wire diameter ®0.315mm
Number of turns 700
Shear gap 1mm
Effective fluid volume 12ml
MR fluid Water based MR fluid (MRF-241ES)
Magnetic material Low carbon steel (AISI-1018)
Non-magnetic material Aluminum Alloy
Sealing O-ring (rubber)
Figure 6.16: A picture of the experimental system
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based on the feedback from the encoder; read and record the transmitted brake
torque from the torque sensor. A DC power supply is used to provide the input
current to magnetic coil of the MR fluid brake.
6.3.3 Test Experiments and Results
Two experiments were conducted for the MR fluid brake prototype. In the first
experiment, the brake velocity was kept constant and the transmitted torque was
measured with different current applied to the magnetic coil of the brake. This ex-
periment was to show the relationship between the brake’s transmitted torque and
input current. Two velocities (3rad/s) were used while the input current varied from
0 to 0.8A. The negative velocity was used to show the asymmetric property of the
brake’s transmitted torque.






















Figure 6.17: The output torque of MR damper with different constant damper
velocity and different constant current
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6.17. From Fig.6.17, it can be ob-
served that the maximum transmitted torque is around 3.5 Nm when the applied
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current is 0.8A. The brake has good linear relationship between the transmitted
torque and the input current, especially when the current is larger than 0.1A. The
transmitted torque also behaves rather symmetrically. That is, its magnitude re-
mains the same if the velocity of the brake changes its sign (from 3 rad/s to -3
rad/s). When there is no current applied to the brake, the transmitted torque is
around 0.55 Nm, which is about 15.7% of the maximum brake torque. This residual
torque is mainly attributed to several sources. One of which is the residual shearing
torque due to the residual viscosity of the MR fluid. Another important source is
due to the friction in the sliding contacts in the brake, for example, at the location
where the rubber o-ring used for MR fluid sealing is situated. Some of these fric-
tion sources can be reduced by changing the materials. For the case of the o-ring,
as the rubber has relatively large friction coefficient when rubbed against another
material, it may be better to use another sealing material such as polymer, which
has significantly reduced friction coefficient.
In the second experiment, the brake’s current was kept constant while a sinusoidal
brake velocity was maintained. During the experiment, the transmitted torque was
recorded. This experiment was used to study the properties of the MR fluid brake
prototype, such as the hysteresis effect, the fluid viscous property, etc.
The sinusoidal brake velocity had amplitude of 4 rad/s and frequency of 0.5Hz.
The applied currents were 0.2A, 0.4A, 0.6A and 0.8A. The experimental results are
presented in Fig.6.18. The results show the typical hysteresis behavior of the MR
fluid brake. The hysteresis region is within +/-1 rad/s. The hysteresis comes from
the inherent property of MR fluid brake. It is also observed that the brake torque,
beyond the hysteresis region, is nearly constant and not dependent on the brake
velocity. This means that the viscous component in the dynamics of the MR fluid
brake can be neglected.
In Section 6.3, a novel MR fluid brake with double shearing discs was proposed,
designed and tested. The brake structure was introduced and Bingham model was
used to predict the brake transmitted torque. General steps for the magnet circuit
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Figure 6.18: The output torque of MR damper with sinusoidal damper velocity and
different constant current
design were described. Brake’s structural parameters, such as the width of the inner
and outer flux path, the thickness of the side steel path, etc., were optimized with
the assistance of FEA analysis simulation. A MR fluid brake prototype was manu-
factured and a testing system was built to evaluate the performances of the brake.
Experimental results show that a compact MR fluid brake with high transmitted
torque was successfully developed.
6.4 Summary
This chapter mainly investigated the hardware design problems of SDA plant, in-
cluding component selections, optimization and the design of a compact MR fluid
damper.
In the first section of this chapter, the SDA design procedures for the damper
and motor selections are described. Then, the motor optimized selection is carried
out based on Mechatronic Design Quotient (MDQ).
The second section of this chapter introduced in detail the design process of a
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novel MR fluid damper with a compact size. A prototype had been built and tested.
The experimental testing results of the new MR fluid damper were presented to show




The overall objective of this thesis was to design, analyze, and develop force control
actuator system - Series Damper Actuator (SDA) to obtain good force fidelity, low
output impedance and high system bandwidth and, at same time, ease the design
tradeoffs that existed in the Series Elastic Actuator (SEA) system.
7.1 Summary of Results
In this thesis a novel force control actuator, Series Damper Actuator (SDA) was
proposed. In Chapter 3, SDA system has been modelled and analyzed by comparing
with the SEA system in terms of system bandwidth, output impedance, system
efficiency, and impact tolerance ability. It was shown that the SDA system would
have good force control fidelity, large bandwidth, low output impedance and high
impact tolerance ability. Adopting variable damping coefficient, the SDA system
can obtain broad output force range and ease the design trade-off. Experimental
setup has been built and Magneto-Rheological (MR) fluid damper was employed as
the series damper. A PID controller was proposed and variable damping coefficient
was achieved with a damper linearization algorithm. Experimental results showed
that the SDA system has a high force control fidelity, low output impedance, large
force range, and high impact tolerance ability. However, the bandwidth observed
from experiments were lower than that from theoretical analysis.
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To reveal the reason, in Chapter 4, the SDA model was rebuilt by considering
the extra dynamics introduced by the MR fluid damper. In the analysis, Bingham
model was employed to represent the basic dynamics of MR damper and a first order
model was adopted to model the current response dynamics of MR damper. The
analysis results showed that the extra dynamics of MR damper increased the order
of SDA system, and consequently limited the bandwidth of SDA system, especially
when the current response of MR damper was slow. It explained the low bandwidth
reported in Chapter 3.
With the knowledge of the SDA based on MR fluid damper we had obtain from
the above work, a more advanced controller was designed, in Chapter 5, to compen-
sate the extra dynamics of MR fluid damper and therefore give the SDA system a
better force control performance. Inverse dynamics control schemes were developed
for the linearization of the MR fluid damper. To implement this kind of controller,
a modified Bingham model for the MR fluid damper was proposed and compared
with the two very popular MR fluid models, Bingham model and the Bouc-Wen
model. Model comparison was done in terms of model accuracy and model invert-
ibility. Simulation and experimental results showed that the proposed model is more
suitable to implement inverse dynamics control for the MR fluid damper based SDA
system. With the proposed control schemes, higher force fidelity and larger system
bandwidth had been achieved comparing with the results shown in Chapter 3.
Chapter 6 addressed on the hardware design of the SDA system, including plant
component selections, optimization and the design of a compact MR fluid damper.
The SDA design procedures for the damper and motor selections are described.
Then, the motor optimized selection is carried out based on Mechatronic Design
Quotient (MDQ). Thereafter, the design process of a novel MR fluid damper with
a compact size was introduced. Damper double-disc structure was presented and
optimized with the FEA analysis results. A prototype had been built and tested.
The experimental testing results of the new MR fluid damper were presented to show
its properties and performances.
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7.2 Future Works
There are several interesting directions for the further work related to this research.
In this thesis, both viscous damper and MR damper were proposed to serve as the
series damper in the SDA system. The damper used in the experimental systems was
a MR fluid damper. And the design of a MR fluid damper was also introduced. But
viscous damper structure design was not covered in this thesis. Most of the available
viscous dampers in current market, especially the rotary type viscous dampers, are
not suitable for SDA system due to some problems such as low output force range,
and relative position limitation. In the SDA system, the damper is required to
have a compact size, large output force/torque and no relative position limitation
for rotary type damper. These requirements are quite challenging for the damper
design. However, a novel damper design can potentially increase the capacity and
performance of SDA system and extend its potential applications in a variety of
fields, such as micro-robots and telesurgery operation.
In the thesis, the controller design has been discussed, a general controller for
SDA system was presented and an inverse dynamics controller was proposed for the
MR damper based SDA system using a modified Bingham model. Although Bing-
ham model is a very popular model to describe the dynamics of MR fluid damper,
it doesn’t include the hysteresis effect, which is prevalent for MR fluid dampers and
sometimes dominant, especially when frequency is high. Therefore models, such
as Luge model and Bouc Wen model, in which the hysteresis effect is considered,
can be adopted to implement the proposed inverse dynamics control and may give
better results. Furthermore, other advanced control theories may be applied to con-
trol MR fluid damper. Adaptive control and robust control have been reported for
the semi-active control of MR damper. The application of these advanced control
theories for the fully active control of the MR damper based SDA system would be
relatively complex but seems quite promising in terms of obtaining better perfor-
mance. Therefore this application gives a possible direction for research on force
control actuators.
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The applications of SDA system for force control are quite broad as described
in the beginning of this thesis. This thesis only focuses on the development of
SDA system rather than the applications of such system. However, the application
of SDA system to replace SEA or other conventional force control methods in the
system, such as Micro Macro Motor Actuator system, needs more investigations
to determine the overall performance of the system in terms of bandwidth, impact
tolerance ability and output impedance. Due to the clutch function of the MR fluid
damper, the SDA system can be used to achieve force/position hybrid control with
a promising force/position switch performance. Furthermore, the SDA system has
a virtual damping coefficient and therefore can be used to build a stable haptic
system based on passive theory, in which effective system virtual damping control
is necessary and important to guarantee the system stability and obtain desired
performance.
At the end of our project, another novel concept of force control actuator, called
Series Component Actuator (SCA), was proposed. Instead of the spring and the
damper as the series component in SEA and SDA system respectively, the SCA
uses other kind of material as the series component, such as rubber or elastomer,
which has both the elastic and damping properties. The new series component in
the SCA system is equivalent to a parallel connection of a spring and a damper in
modelling. General analysis has showed a lot of compromising properties of such
actuator system. However, a systematical work should be done on system modelling
and analysis, controller design, experimental setup building and testing and so on.
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Proof of the Statements
Statement 1: To ensure a minimum overall bandwidth ωmin for the SDA plant, the
damper bandwidth should satisfy following requirement:
ωD ≥ 10.64ωmin
Proof:
The model of SDA plant and its block diagram are shown in Fig.A.1. In the
SDA plant, a DC motor (assuming with armature control) is series connected with
a damper. The motor input is armature voltage U , output is motor velocity V . The
damper input is motor velocity V and output is damping force F . Gm, GD and Gs














The transfer function of a DC motor (armature control) can be represented as
a first order model (Dorf, 2004). And as mentioned in Section 6.1.1, the transfer
function of damper can also be expressed with a first order model(Zhou, 2005-1).
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Figure A.1: SDA Plant model (a) and the block diagram (b)









where Km is the gain of the motor, ωm is the bandwidth of the motor, B is the gain
of the damper, and ωD is the bandwidth of the damper.
Therefore, the transfer function of the SDA plant can be written that:
Gs(s) = GmGD = KmB
ωmωD
s2 + (ωm + ωD)s+ ωmωD
(A.6)
Denote the bandwidth of SDA plant by ωs. It can be known from Eq. A.6 that, ωs
is fully determined by ωm and ωD. Now let’s discuss the relationship between ωs,
ωm and ωD.
Assume that:
ω1 = max{ωm, ωD} (A.7)
ω2 = min{ωm, ωD} (A.8)
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Then Eq. A.6 can be rewritten as:
Gs(s) = KmB
ω1ω2
s2 + (ω1 + ω2)s+ ω1ω2
(A.9)
Normalizing Eq. A.9 by ω22 gives that:
Gs(S) = KmB
ω1/ω2
(s/ω2)2 + (1 + ω1/ω2)(s/ω2) + ω1/ω2
= KmB
r
S2 + (1 + r)S + r
(A.10)
where S = s/ω2, r = ω1/ω2 ≥ 1.
Based on the definition of bandwidth, the bandwidth of SDA plant, ωs, can be




Solving Eq. A.11 gives that:
ωs = ω2
√√
(r2 + 1)2 + 4r2 − (r2 + 1)
2
(A.12)
When r = 1, it gives that:
ωs = ω2
√√
2− 1 = 0.64ω2 (A.13)
Plot ωs/ω2 versus r and show in Fig.A.2. Plot the bode gain of Gs(S) (Eq. A.10
with different values of r and show in Fig.A.3.
It can be seen from Fig.A.2, with the increasing of r, ωs approaches to ω2. If
r >> 1, that is ω1 >> ω2, then ωs = ω2. With the decreasing of ω1, the ratio of ωs
over ω2 will also deceases. The minimum of ωs is ωs = 0.64ω2 when ω1 = ω2. Same
results can be observed from Fig.A.3, the bode gain of Gs(S) with different valuse of
r. The bandwidth of Gs(S), the frequency where the gain drops to −3dB, increase
from 0.64ω2 to ω2 with the increasing of r.
Now, it can be concluded that the bandwidth of SDA plant,ωs, is varying from
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Figure A.2: Bandwidth of SDA plant (Gs) with different values of r
Figure A.3: Bode gain of SDA plant (Gs) with different values of r
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100% to 64% of ω2, that is the smaller one of motor bandwidth (ωm) and damper
bandwidth (ωD), depending on the ration between them (r = ω1/ω2). Therefore,
if the bandwidth of motor and damper are both larger than 10.64ωmin, the overall
bandwidth of SDA system ωs must be larger than ωmin. In other words, the sufficient
condition for ωs ≥ ωmin is:




The Statement 1 is proved.
Statement 2: To ensure a minimum overall bandwidth ωmin for the SDA plant,
the DC motor (free end) bandwidth ωm′ should satisfy following requirement:


















where b is equivalent viscous coefficient reflected at motor shaft, J is equivalent





In the SDA plant, the motor shaft is connected with the damper input end via
a gear reduction as shown in Fig.A.4, Where bm is rotor damping coefficient of the
motor, Jm is rotor inertia, N is gear ratio, JD is the series damper input shaft inertia,
and B is damping coefficient of the series damper and B ≥ 0.
It can be known that:
b = bm +B/N2 (A.16)
J = Jm + JD/N2 (A.17)
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Figure A.4: Motor connected with damper via a gear reduction of a ratio N
When the motor output end is free (without the connection with the series





























According to the conclusion made in Appendix A, the motor bandwidth ωm
should satisfy:
ωm ≥ 10.64ωmin (A.21)
Therefore, combining Eq. A.20, the sufficient condition for Eq. A.21 is:




Then the Statement 2 is proved.
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